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On Stable Route Selection for Interdomain Traffic
Engineering: Models and Analysis

Hao Wang∗ Haiyong Xie† Yang Richard Yang‡ Li (Erran) Li§

Yanbin Liu¶ Avi Silberschatz‖

Abstract

BGP route selection is increasingly being used by ASes to achieve interdomain traffic
engineering objectives. One fundamental feature of route selection for interdomain traffic en-
gineering is that routes for a set of destinations be chosen jointly to satisfy traffic engineering
constraints and meet traffic engineering objectives. In this paper, we present a general model
of route selection for interdomain traffic engineering by allowing the routing of multiple desti-
nations to be coordinated. We identify potential routing instability and inefficiency by showing
that there exist networks where the interaction of the route selection of multiple destinations
can cause routing instability, even though the networks are guaranteed to converge to a unique
route selection when each destination is considered alone. We derive a sufficient condition to
guarantee routing convergence. We also show that the constraints on local policies imposed
by business considerations in the Internet can guarantee stability without global coordination.
Using realistic Internet topology, we evaluate the extent to which routing instability of interdo-
main traffic engineering can happen when the constraints are violated. We further generalize
the preceding model under two extensions. One, we investigate the general model that the
preference of an AS depends on not only its egress routes to the destinations but also its in-
bound traffic pattern. Second, instead of studying a specific route selection algorithm, we
study a general class of route selection algorithms which we call rational route selection algo-
rithms. We present a sufficient condition to guarantee routing convergence in a heterogeneous
network where each AS runs any rational route selection algorithm. We also show that there
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exist networks which will have persistent route oscillations even when the ASes strictly fol-
low the constraints imposed by business considerations, and adopt any rational route selection
algorithms.

1 Introduction

The global Internet consists of a large number of interconnected autonomous systems (AS), where
each AS (e.g., AT&T) is administrated autonomously. Recently, ASes are increasingly adopting
local route selection policies to achieve their interdomain traffic engineering objectives (e.g., [45]).
We have recently conducted an email survey of ISPs, and the results indicate that many ISPs
choose routes to achieve their interdomain traffic engineering objectives, such as satisfying the
capacity constraints of links between neighboring ASes (e.g., [5]), load-balancing interdomain
traffic, and/or minimizing cost (e.g., [26]).

Despite this emerging trend, so far there are few systematic studies on the stability and effi-
ciency of the global Internet with route selection for interdomain traffic engineering. As several
researchers pointed out [8,45]: “the state of the art for interdomain traffic engineering is extremely
primitive.” Learning anecdotal incidents causing instability in the Internet (e.g., [39]) and recog-
nizing the potential issues of using route selection for interdomain traffic engineering, researchers
have proposed both configuration guidelines (e.g., [8,45]) and alternatives/extensions to the current
interdomain routing protocol (e.g., [1,39,49]). However, since the essential features of route selec-
tion for interdomain traffic engineering have not been pinpointed and analyzed [10], it is unclear
whether these guidelines and new protocols can produce stable and efficient route selections in the
global Internet.

A major breakthrough was made recently when Griffin et al. [22, 28, 29, 32, 47] proposed
systematic models to study the stability of path-vector interdomain routing. In particular, these
previous models identified the existence of policy disputes as a potential reason for routing in-
stability. By routing instability, they mean persistent route oscillations even though the network
topology is stable.

Although these previous models can already capture a wide range of potential route selection
behaviors for interdomain traffic engineering, since they require that the routing decisions of dif-
ferent destinations be separated, they cannot be applied to study a large class of common traffic
engineering behaviors. In particular, a fundamental feature of route selection for interdomain traf-
fic engineering in particular and traffic engineering in general is that route selection constraints
(e.g., traffic assigned to a link is within link capacity) and/or objective functions (e.g., load bal-
ance) involve the route selection of multiple destinations. Thus, in route selection for interdomain
traffic engineering, whether a route will be chosen by an AS for a given destination will depend
on what routes are available or chosen for other destinations. For example, if an AS selects routes
for each destination independently without considering the chosen/available routes of other des-
tinations, in the worst case it may choose the same access link for all destinations, violating link
capacity constraints and/or causing load imbalance. By requiring that the routing of each destina-
tion be separated, the previous models apply only to a network where there is no AS whose routing
policies require it to coordinate its route selection to multiple destinations.
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In this paper, we first identify that there exist networks where the coordination of the route
selection of multiple destinations due to interdomain traffic engineering considerations can cause
routing instability, even though the networks are guaranteed to converge when each destination is
considered alone. The identification of such routing instability shows that a general route selection
model is needed to analyze the stability of route selection for interdomain traffic engineering. Mo-
tivated by the need, we propose a route selection model where each AS partitions the destinations
into arbitrary subsets, and for each subset, the AS can coordinate the route selection of the desti-
nations in the subset. This model is very general and is the first general model which captures the
essence of route selection for interdomain traffic engineering.

Using the model, we analyze the stability of path-vector interdomain routing when ASes choose
egress routes to achieve interdomain traffic engineering objectives. We call this problem the stable
route selection for egress interdomain traffic engineering problem. We propose the construction
of P-graphs, and derive sufficient conditions based on the properties of P-graphs to guarantee the
convergence of route selections under interdomain traffic engineering.

We also investigate the efficiency of route selection for interdomain traffic engineering. We
show an example with multiple stable route selections but one of them is not Pareto optimal.
These results clearly demonstrate the intrinsic challenges of route selection for interdomain traffic
engineering in a generic network. It will be challenging to achieve stable and efficient outcomes
for general networks even when ASes adopt explicit negotiations.

The route selection of Internet has its own special properties. Applying our general results,
we investigate whether route selection for interdomain traffic engineering can lead to the routing
instability. We prove that, if there is no provider-customer loop in the network, each AS follows
the static typical export policy, and AS ranking of routes follows the standard joint-route prefer-
ence policy, then the convergence and uniqueness of route selection for egress interdomain traffic
engineering can be guaranteed. This result is particularly pleasant and somehow surprising in that
the conditions of the result are highly likely to be satisfied in the current Internet due to the ISP
economy of the current Internet.

We complement the preceding analysis with extensive simulations to investigate the likelihood
of instability when the three conditions are violated (e.g., when some ASes give non-economic
considerations higher priority over economic considerations). Specifically, we use current Internet
BGP routing tables to infer the AS-level topology and AS business relationships. We then conduct
simulations using the inferred Internet topology. We show that even with a small number of ASes
coordinating route selection for just a small number of destinations, we can observe instability.

Although the preceding stability results are surprisingly pleasant and elegant, practice poses
further challenges in analyzing interdomain routing stability. First, the previous studies focus
on a specific interdomain route selection algorithm (e.g., the BGP-based greedy route selection
algorithm such as SPVP [29]). As a result, factors such as route dampening, which are present in
routing practice, are not easily allowed in previous analysis. Although conceptually such factors
might not change the conclusions of previous analysis, an analytical framework is still missing.
Second, the previous studies focus on local policies which rank only the egress routes; that is, they
assume that the local ranking of egress routes at each autonomous system is independent of the
inbound traffic pattern of the AS. This independence is justified when the inbound traffic of an AS
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is relatively constant. However, in practice, the local policies of ASes may involve both the egress
routes and the pattern of inbound traffic, introducing unexpected interaction.

Specifically, an AS may rank egress routes depending on the pattern of inbound traffic. If
this happens, we say that the local policy of the AS depends on the inbound traffic pattern, or
inbound traffic for short. We also say that the local policy of the AS is inbound-traffic-dependent,
or inbound-dependent for short. One way such inbound-dependent route selection can happen is
that the operator of the AS observes traffic demand, and manually reconfigures the local prefer-
ence values of the two routes. Such inbound-dependent route selection can also be implemented
automatically, with a traffic engineering algorithm based on an estimated traffic demand matrix.
In the last few years, several traffic-demand-matrix-based traffic engineering algorithms have been
proposed (e.g., [5,26]). Although such algorithms have been shown to be effective, the evaluations
often assume that the inbound traffic is constant (e.g., the route selection of the AS does not change
the inbound traffic). Furthermore, an AS may not only passively react to given inbound traffic, but
also actively try to influence the pattern of the inbound traffic (e.g., attracting more customer traffic,
and/or load-balancing inbound traffic). The large number of prepended prefixes in BGP routing
tables [6] indicates that it is a common practice that ASes try to influence inbound traffic. Recently,
we have conducted an email survey of ISPs, and the results indicate that ISPs not only passively
react to inbound traffic, but also actively try to influence the pattern of inbound traffic.

In this paper, we further analyze the stability of interdomain routing under the general model
that the local preference of an AS depends on not only its egress routes to the destinations but also
its inbound traffic pattern. Furthermore, instead of studying a specific route selection algorithm,
we study a large class of route selection algorithms which are characterized by their asymptotic
behaviors.

Specifically, we show that the common route selection algorithms of choosing the best routes
according to the traffic demand matrix of the preceding period could lead to instability, when the
route selection of an AS can change its inbound traffic pattern. This instability happens even when
all constraints on interdomain routing imposed by business considerations [22] are satisfied, and
just a single AS is using such an algorithm. We say that such instability is caused by traffic-route
mis-association, and it is an example of instability caused by route selection algorithms. As a
remedy, an AS should adopt a route selection algorithm which estimates inbound traffic in such a
way that the estimated inbound traffic is truly the result of the chosen egress route.

We then analyze the stability of a network where ASes run any reasonable route selection
algorithms which we call rational route selection algorithms. The definition of a rational route
selection algorithm depends only on the asymptotic behavior of the algorithm. There are several
advantages in conducting stability analysis based on the general notion of rational route selection
algorithms. First, it allows us to establish stronger positive results in two senses: 1) it allows us
to prove the stability of a heterogeneous network where different ASes can run different route
selection algorithms, so long all of the algorithms are rational; 2) since the notion of a rational
route selection algorithm is defined by its asymptotic behavior, if variations to a route selection
algorithm do not change its asymptotic behavior (e.g., non-persistent route dampening), the route
selection algorithm is still rational, and thus the stability result still holds. Second, it allows us to
establish stronger negative results; for example, if we show that a network is unstable under any
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rational route selection algorithms, it is stronger than to show that a network is unstable under a
specific route selection algorithm.

In particular, we derive a sufficient condition to guarantee routing convergence under the gen-
eral model that the local preference of an AS depends on not only its egress routes to the destina-
tions but also its inbound traffic pattern. This condition applies to any network so long the route
selection algorithms of the ASes are rational route selection algorithms. The condition also allows
us to predict potential routes. We also show that there exist networks which can have persistent
route oscillations even when the local policy of each AS follows the constraints imposed by busi-
ness considerations, and can adopt any one of the rational route selection algorithms. This result
clearly demonstrates the intrinsic challenges of route selection for interdomain routing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In
Section 3, we study route selection for egress interdomain traffic engineering. In Section 4, we
show that the constraints imposed by Internet business considerations lead to unique stable egress
route selection for interdomain traffic engineering. In Section 5, we present evaluations of route
selection for egress interdomain traffic engineering. In Section 6, we study general route selection
for interdomain traffic engineering. Our conclusion and future work are in Section 7.

2 Related Work

There is a large body of literature on interdomain route selection where each destination is consid-
ered separately. In particular, researchers have conducted extensive evaluations (e.g., [16, 27, 34,
35, 53]) and theoretical analysis (e.g., [11, 28, 31, 32, 47]) on the stability of BGP route selection.
In particular, Griffin, Shepherd, and Wilfong [29] show that “policy disputes” can cause persis-
tent route oscillations. Griffin and Wilfong [30] then propose a protocol called SPVP3 that can
detect oscillations caused by policy disputes at run time using “path history.” SPVP3 is guaran-
teed to converge if routes whose path history contain cycles are suppressed. Feamster and Johari
and Balakrishnan [11] study routing systems with ranking independence and unrestricted filtering;
they use “dispute ring,” a specialized dispute wheel, to show that any routing system that has a
dispute ring is not safe under filtering and that ASes are essentially required to rank routes based
on AS-path lengths in order to guarantee convergence. Gao and Rexford [22, 24] observe that, if
every AS considers each of its neighbors as either a customer, a provider, or a peer, and obeys
certain local constraints on preference and export policies, then BGP is guaranteed to converge.
Generalizing the above commercial relationships of ISPs to a class-based system, Jaggard and Ra-
machandran [31] show that a global constraint that guarantees convergence can be enforced by a
distributed algorithm. The major difference between our model and the previous studies is that
the previous studies consider only a network where there is no AS whose routing policies require
it to coordinate the route selection of multiple destinations. Thus the route for each destination
can be chosen regardless of the chosen/available routes of other destinations. As a result, the rout-
ing decisions for the destinations can be separated. In this paper, we investigate the effects of
the coordination of route selection among multiple destinations, which is an essential feature of
interdomain traffic engineering that has been missing in previous studies.

Traffic engineering has traditionally been focused on intra-domain (for a good survey, please
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see [17, 18]). There is an increasing interest in tuning BGP attributes for interdomain traffic engi-
neering [45]. However, most of the previous work focuses on the configuration of either a single
AS (e.g., [5, 9, 26]) or between two neighboring ASes. In particular, researchers have conducted
extensive theoretical analysis (e.g., [33]) and experimental evaluations (e.g., [50,51]) of hot-potato
routing, which is a scheme of exit route selection between two ASes. Recognizing the potential
unpredictable nature of interdomain BGP traffic engineering involving multiple ASes, Feamster
et al. [8] propose guidelines to restrict route selection so that its impact on the traffic flow is pre-
dictable.

There is another line of research that proposes extensions/alternatives to BGP(e.g., the mechanism-
design approach by Feigenbaum et al. [12–14], the negotiation protocol by Mahajan et al. [38–40],
the BGP pricing approach by Afergan and Wroclawski [1], the Hybrid Link-state Path-vector
(HLP) approach by Subramanian et al. [49]). To assess the applicability and effectiveness of these
new solutions to interdomain traffic engineering, we need to understand the intrinsic problems of
route selection for interdomain traffic engineering. The objective of this paper is to pinpoint these
problems; thus it can serve as a motivation for the initiation of these studies. It could also provide
new insight to these studies. For example, we will show that there may not be Pareto optimal
solutions if negotiation happens only between two neighboring ASes; this indicates that, for effi-
cient route selection, current proposals of negotiation protocols (e.g., [38]) need to be extended to
handle much more general settings.

The interaction of interdomain routing and inbound traffic starts to receive some attention
lately [25, 56]. However, the focus of previous studies is on prepending. In [56], Wang et al.
characterize the stability of inbound-dependent route selection. However, their study focuses on
prepending and their specific algorithm. Unlike [56], we focus on route selection, since we feel
that the effects of prepending cannot be guaranteed since an AS can choose to ignore the effects
of prepending. Also, we investigate the existence and nonexistence of stable route selection for
general algorithms, instead of a specific algorithm. To model potential AS behaviors, we adopt a
general, rational, learning model. This model is motivated by general game-theoretical, rational
algorithms (e.g., adaptive and sophisticated learning algorithms [42]). In particular, our model is
inspired by the adaptive learning model of Milgrom and Roberts [42], and the reasonable learning
model of Friedman and Shenker [19–21].

3 Route Selection for Egress Interdomain Traffic Engineering

3.1 Motivation

As we pointed out in Section 1, major ISPs are already coordinating the route selection of multiple
destinations in their interdomain route selection. A very simple illustrative example is shown in
Figure 1.

In this example, the majority of the traffic of AS S goes to two destinations D1 and D2. Assume
S wants to balance its outgoing traffic. Thus, it wants to choose a combination of routes for
destinations D1 and D2 such that they use different neighbors, if possible, to have low utilization
on the two links SA and SB. We refer to a combination of routes for D1 and D2 as a route
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Figure 1: Egress load balancing: an example motivating the need for destination path interaction.

profile. Since S may not know in advance the routes it will learn from its neighbors A and B,
or the routes that A and B will export to S can be dynamic given network dynamics, S needs an
automatic method to pick the best route profile, according to currently available routes. One way
S specifies its preference is to define an interdomain traffic engineering objective function (e.g.,
minimize the maximum of the utilization of the two links for this case). An advantage of using
an objective function is its compact representation. Given the objective function, link capacities,
and traffic demands, a traffic engineering program searches for the best route profile automatically
and dynamically, according to currently available routes. The preference can also be specified by
a policy language. An example policy can be: if D1 and D2 use different links, assign a base
local preference of 100; otherwise, a base local preference of 0. If D1 uses link SA, add 10 to
local preference. If D2 uses link SB, add 5 to local preference. The program picks the available
route profile with the highest local preference. For generality, we assume a ranking table at each
AS, which lists, in decreasing order, all of the potential route profiles. An example route ranking
table for S is shown in Figure 1, where each row is a route profile, i.e., a combination of routes
for D1 and D2. For example, the best route profile for S is (SAD1, SAD2); i.e., S uses SAD1 for
destination D1, and SAD2 for destination D2. The worst route profile is SBD1 and SBD2. Thus,
if the route profile (SAD1, SAD2) is available, S will choose it. On the other hand, if the only
available route profile is (SBD1, SBD2), S has no choice but to use it.

3.2 Problem Formulation

We first state the assumptions we made in this section. We assume a connected network with a
set S of source ASes and a set D of destination ASes. We assume that the underlying network in-
frastructure is stable so that we can focus on the effects of interdomain traffic engineering policies.
We assume that there is only one link between two neighboring ASes; that is, we consider eBGP
and assume a consistent iBGP. Each AS chooses the best available routes in order to achieve its
own interdomain traffic engineering objectives. For scalability, an AS may coordinate the route
selection of only a subset of its destinations (e.g., the “elephants” [15,44,52]), instead of all of the
destinations. Our presentation assumes that the route selection of all destinations is coordinated;
the scenarios that the route selection of some of the destinations is independent of other destina-
tions are just special cases. We assume that each AS has a static export policy (e.g., dictated by
business contracts or common practice). In this section, we assume that, the preference of an AS
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depends only on the route from the AS itself to the destinations. In other words, the ASes are con-
ducting egress interdomain traffic engineering, which is one of the major tasks of ISP interdomain
traffic engineering [10]. In Section 6 we will further extend this model and study route selection
for general interdomain traffic engineering, in which case the route from each source to the AS
itself also matters. Note also that in a more general case, the preference of an AS on a route may
also depend on routes that do not pass through the AS itself. For example, these routes may share
common links with the route chosen by this AS and thus cause congestion. We do not consider
this problem and leave it to the study of the general congestion game [7].

Now we formally define the stable route selection for egress interdomain traffic engineering
problem. For a list of notations, please see Appendix A.

The network topology is represented by a simple, undirected graph G = (V,E), where V =
{1, . . . , N} is the set of ASes and E is the set of interdomain links.

A path in G is either the empty path, denoted by ε, or a sequence of ASes (vk, vk−1, . . . , v1, v0),
where k ≥ 0 is the length of the path, such that (vi, vi−1) ∈ E for i = k, k − 1, . . . , 1. Note
that if k = 0, then (v0) represents the trivial path from v0 to itself. Each nonempty path P =
(vk, vk−1, . . . , v1, v0) has a direction from vk to v0. If P and Q are two nonempty paths such
that the first AS in Q is the same as the last AS in P , then PQ denotes the path formed by the
concatenation of these two paths. We extend this with the convention that εP = Pε = P for any
path P . If P = (vk, vk−1, . . . , v1, v0) is a nonempty path, then for k ≥ i > j ≥ 1, P [vi, vj] denotes
the subpath of P from vi to vj .

We denote by R the set of all paths in G. For each i ∈ V , we denote by Ri→ the set of
paths originating from i, and by R→i the set of paths terminating at i. Also, for any i, j ∈ V ,
Ri→j = Ri→ ∩ R→j denotes the set of paths from i to j. This notation also extends to a set of
sources and a set of destinations. If S ⊆ V is a set of sources and D ⊆ V is a set of destinations,
then RS→D denotes the set of paths from any AS in S to any AS in D. In addition, if P is a set of
paths, then we denote by PS→D = P ∩ RS→D the subset of paths of P from any AS in S to any
AS in D.

Suppose i and j are two neighboring ASes. As a path P is exported from j and imported into i,
it undergoes two transformations. First, P1 = export(i, j, P ) represents the application of export
policies of j to P , which includes possibly prepending j multiple times to P or filtering out P
altogether (P1 = ε). Second, P2 = import(i, j, P1) represents the application of import policies
of i to P1. In particular, import policies at i will filter out any path that contains i itself (P2 = ε).
The collective effects of these transformations can be represented by the peering transformation,
pt(i, j, P ), defined as

pt(i, j, P ) =

{
import(i, j, export(i, j, P )) if (i, j) ∈ E,
ε otherwise.

The peering transformation represents the import/export policies of all ASes in the network. Note
that in the above definition, we extend the domain of pt to all pairs of ASes by setting pt(i, j, P ) =
ε if i and j are not neighbors.

Each AS i ∈ V has a set Di ⊆ V of destinations, and attempts to establish a path to each
destination j ∈ Di. A network route selection is a function r that maps each pair of ASes i ∈ V
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and j ∈ Di to a path r(i, j) ∈ Ri→j . We interpret r(i, j) = ε to mean that i is not assigned a path to
j. We denote by R the set of all possible network route selections. When we restrict our attention
to the route selection of AS i alone, we shall refer to the restriction of r on i and Di as the route
profile for AS i, denoted by ri. In addition, for any D ⊆ Di, we refer to the further restriction of ri

on D as the partial route profile from AS i to destinations in D, denoted by rDi . We denote by Ri

the set of all possible route profiles for AS i, and by RD
i the set of all possible partial route profiles

from AS i to destinations in D. Furthermore, for a set P of paths, We denote by RD
i (P) the set

of all possible partial route profiles for AS i with paths from i to destinations in D drawn from P;
that is

RD
i (P) = {rDi |rDi (j) ∈ Pi→j,∀j ∈ D}.

Note that in the above definition, we do not require the routes in a network route selection to be
consistent; that is, if ri(k) = (i, j)P , it is not necessary that rj(k) = P .

The above definitions lead to useful equivalent representations of network route selections
and route profiles. First, a network route selection r can be represented as r = (ri, r−i), where
r−i = (rj)j �=i denotes the combined route profiles of all ASes except i. The route profile of AS
j �= i in r−i is denoted by (r−i)j . We denote by R−i the set of all possible combined route
profiles of all ASes except i; that is, R−i = {r−i|(r−i)j ∈ Rj,∀j �= i}. Second, network route
selections and (combined) route profiles can be treated as sets of paths. Specifically, a network
route selection r, a route profile ri and a combined route profile r−i are equivalent to the sets of
paths {r(i, j)|i ∈ V, j ∈ Di}, {ri(j)|j ∈ Di}, and {(r−i)j(k)|k ∈ Dj, j �= i}, respectively. This
equivalent representation is particularly convenient in some operators defined on sets of paths. For
example, we can simply use r−i as an argument to such an operator, where actually the argument
is {(r−i)j(k)|k ∈ Dj, j �= i}.

For the purpose of traffic engineering, AS i would like to coordinate its routing for destinations
in Di. In general, however, it is unlikely and impractical for AS i to coordinate its routing for all
destinations in Di as a whole. A more general and reasonable approach for AS i is to partition the
destinations in Di into a family of disjoint subsets Dik, for k = 1, . . . , Ni. For each subset Dik, AS
i chooses routes jointly for all destinations in Dik. This coordinated routing for destinations in Dik

can be captured by a route selection function σDik
i , which maps a set of available paths to a partial

route profile from i to Dik. Given a set P of available paths, AS i’s chosen routes to destinations
in Dik are given by a partial route profile

rDik
i = σDik

i (P), such that rDik
i (j) ∈ Pi→j,∀j ∈ Dik.

In this paper, we focus on the model of route selection which can be represented by a linear
preference order. Specifically, each AS i has a ranking function λDik

i for each Dik, which maps any
possible partial route profile from i to Dik to a totally ordered set Λ. Given a set P of available
paths, the route selection function σDik

i simply selects the highest ranked possible partial route
profile, i.e.

σDik
i (P) = arg max

r∈RDik
i (P)

λDik
i (r).

The route profile ri for AS i is determined by selecting partial route profiles for all Dik’s indepen-
dently. The overall route selection behavior of AS i is represented by a route selection function σi
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defined as
ri = σi(P), such that rDik

i = σDik
i (P),∀k = 1, . . . , Ni.

We emphasize again that the ranking functions λDik
i are just general representations of some more

compact representations such as objective functions or policy languages.
When the subset Dik is clear from context, we abbreviate rDik

i as rk
i , σDik

i as σk
i , and λDik

i as
λk

i .
A BGP system is a quintuple S = (G, pt, σ, D, P̃), where G = (V,E) is the topology of a

network, pt is a peering transformation defined on G, σi is the route selection function of AS i,
and P̃i is the set of feasible paths from i to destinations in Di.

Route Profile

routes from
non−filtered

Routing
Cache

Ranking
Table

Export

Export
Policy

Select Best
Available

neighbors

Figure 2: The protocol/process model of route selection for interdomain traffic engineering.

Figure 2 shows the standard protocol/process model of interdomain route selection [22, 28,
29, 32, 47], naturally extended to multiple destinations. Specifically, each AS maintains a routing
cache Ai of currently available routes exported by its neighbors. AS i selects a route profile ri

from its routing cache Ai using its route selection function σi as defined above1, which will then
be used by i to route packets. Sometime we refer to this chosen route profile as the installed route
profile. If ri(j) is different from the previously selected route to j, i then withdraws the previous
route, and exports the new route to the neighbors that are allowed to receive this route according
to i’s export policy. We assume that BGP route update messages between neighboring ASes are
delivered in FIFO order and reliably. This is reasonable as the messages are sent via TCP. We also
assume that each message will be processed in a bounded time.

Given the above description of the protocol/process model of interdomain route selection, we
now define the notion of a stable network route selection. For a given network route selection r,
the set candidates(i, r) consists of all available paths at AS i that can be formed by extending
the routes chosen by neighbors of i; that is,

candidates(i, r) = {pt(i, j, rj(k))|(i, j) ∈ E and k ∈ Dj}.

The network route selection r is stable if no AS i can choose a higher ranked route profile from

1Due to computational complexity, for some formulations of interdomain traffic engineering, it could be the case
that only approximate solutions can be obtained. We leave this consideration as future work.
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candidates(i, r); formally, r is stable if and only if

ri = σi(candidates(i, r)), for all i ∈ V.

We also call a stable network route selection a stable route solution or solution for short.
Finally, a network is robust if BGP protocol is guaranteed to converge even with arbitrary

node/link failures.

3.3 Multi-Destination Interactions Can Cause Instability

peer-to-peer

provider-to-customer

D

B
E

FA

D

2

1

(  ABD  , AED  )1 2

1(     AD  , AD  )2
(ABFD  , AED  )1 2

(BFD  , BD      )21
(  BD  , BAED )21

(  BD  , BAD   )21

Figure 3: An example network which has no stable route selection.

2( ABD   ,    AED   ) ( ABD   ,  AED   )(   AD   ,    AD   )1 2

( BFD   ,    BD   )1 2

21

(  BD   , BAD  )1 2

1 2

1 1 2(   BD   ,  BAD   )2

1
(   BFD   ,     BD   )

(  AD   ,   AD   )

Figure 4: The BGP update process of the network in Figure 3.

As we pointed out in Section 1, the interaction of the routing of multiple destinations due to
interdomain traffic engineering can cause routing instability. The network shown in Figure 3 is
one such interesting example. For clarity, we show only the highest three route profiles of A and
B. The export policies of A and B follow the typical export policies [22, 23]: 1) each AS exports
to its providers its own routes and those it learned from its customers, but does not export to its
providers the routes it learned from its peers or other providers; 2) each AS exports to its customers
its own routes and any routes it learned from others; 3) each AS exports to its peers its own routes
and those it learned from its customers, but does not export those it learned from its providers or
other peers.

We first consider each destination separately. For destination D1, the two routes for D1 con-
tained in the two highest route profiles of A are ABD1 and AD1; the two routes for D1 contained
in the two highest route profiles of B are BD1 and BFD1. Consider this combination of route
preference for D1. The network has the stable route solution of ABD1 and BD1 for A and B,
respectively. One can also verify that if we consider D2 alone, the network has the stable route
solution of AED2 and BD2 for A and B, respectively. Thus, if there were no interaction among
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destinations, A and B would settle to the stable solutions of (ABD1, AED2) and (BD1, BD2),
respectively.

Next we consider destination interaction. The above solutions obtained by considering each
destination alone are no longer stable. For example, B will not choose (BD1, BD2) since this route
profile has a low rank. One can verify that the network has no stable solution at all. Specifically, we
observe that the export policies of the ASes make the route profile (AD1, AD2) alway available
to A. Thus to see that the network has no stable solutions, we just need to verify that there is
no stable route solution when A chooses (AD1, AD2) or (ABD1, AED2). Clearly, there is no
stable solution for (AD1, AD2) since if A chooses (AD1, AD2), B will choose (BD1, BAD2);
this causes A to change to (ABD1, AED2). However, there will be no stable route selection for
(ABD1, AED2) neither. To make (ABD1, AED2) available to A, B must choose BD1 for D1.
Since (BFD1, BD2) is always available to B, it must be the case that B chooses (BD1, BAD2).
However, this requires A to choose AD2, which is inconsistent with (ABD1, AED2). Thus, the
network has no stable route selections due to destination interaction! Figure 4 shows the BGP
update process.

3.4 Stable, Robust Route Selection and Protocol Convergence

Given that multi-destination interaction can result in no stable route selection, in this section, we
derive a sufficient condition that can guarantee stable, robust route selection and protocol conver-
gence.

3.4.1 Representation of Protocol Execution

Based on the protocol/process model described in subsection 3.2, we adopt the following represen-
tation of an arbitrary protocol execution. We assume that the BGP update messages are delivered
reliably and in FIFO order, and the protocol is fair [29]. We assume a total ordering of events;
that is, we assign a unique index from T = {0, 1, 2, . . .} to each event so that the assignment is
consistent with the logical “happen before” relation among events [37]. We have the following
three types of events in our system: type 1) send a route update message; type 2) receive a route
update message and update the route in the cache that is affected by the route update message; and
type 3) select the highest-ranked route profile and install it as the current route profile. For ease of
description, we refer to the ordering as time from now on. Specifically, when we write time t, we
mean the index t assigned to an event in the total ordering. Let r[t] be the network route selection
at time t, then an arbitrary execution of the protocol can be represented by a sequence of network
route selections, {r[t]}t∈T .

3.4.2 Self-contained BGP Subsystem

A stable network route selection as defined in subsection 3.2 is a network-wide concept, where the
route from any source to any destination is required to be stable. In a large network, however, it
may well be the case that some routes have become stable, while others are still oscillating. It is of
theoretical and practical interests, therefore, to consider partial convergence in a large network.
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To capture this intuitive idea of partial convergence, we introduce the notion of a self-contained
BGP subsystem. A BGP subsystem S = (G, pt, σ,D, P̃ ) is a BGP system where the set Di may not
contain all of the destinations that AS i attempts to establish a route to. In a BGP subsystem, we
restrict our attention to a subset of destinations for AS i, particularly those to which the routes may
become stable. AS i may have routes to other destinations, but these routes are not of our interests.
We do have a requirement, however, on which destinations and routes can be left out. Intuitively,
we wish to omit only those routes that will not be chosen after some finite time. Formally, the BGP
subsystem S is self-contained if there exists Pi ⊆ P̃i for all i ∈ V , such that

1. there exists t, such that for all t′ > t and i ∈ V , ri[t
′] ∈ R(i,Di, Pi);

2. Pi ⊆ {pt(i, j, Q)|(i, j) ∈ E,Q ∈ Pj}, for all i ∈ V .

A self-contained BGP subsystem is represented by S = (G, pt, σ,D, P̃ , P ), or sometimes SP for
short when the underlying BGP system S is clear from context.

3.4.3 P-graph and P-cycle

We now introduce the notion of a P-graph to capture the interaction of interdomain traffic engi-
neering policies of multiple ASes in a self-contained BGP subsystem S = (G, pt, σ,D, P̃ , P ). The
notion of a P-graph is motivated by the partial order graph of Griffin et al. [28], but generalized to
interdomain traffic engineering.

A P-graph is a directed graph constructed as follows. For each AS i and each Dik, there is a
node which corresponds to each possible partial route profile rDik

i ∈ R(i,Dik, Pi). Note that we
do not consider partial profile formed by paths in P̃i \ Pi. There are two types of directed edges
in a P-graph. The first type of edges are improvement edges. There is an improvement edge from
node r̃Dik

i to r̂Dik
i if i prefers r̂Dik

i to r̃Dik
i (λDik

i (r̂Dik
i ) > λDik

i (r̃Dik
i )). The second type of edges

are sub-path edges. There is a destination d sub-path edge from a node rDik
i to another node r

Djl

j

if the path r
Djl

j (d) from j to d is a sub path of the path rDik
i (d) from i to d. Note that in this case

d ∈ Dik ∩ Djl.
A P-cycle is a loop in the P-graph of the following special format: one or more improvement

edges, followed by one or more sub-path edges of the same destination, then followed by one
or more improvement edges, and so on. For example, Figure 5 shows the P-graph and the P-
cycle for the example of Figure 3. Note that there may be trivial loops in a P-graph which are
not of the format of a P-cycle. For example, the loop consisting of (BD1, BAD2), (AD1, AD2)
and (ABD1, AED2) is not a P-cycle, since there are two consecutive sub-path edges of different
destinations.

3.4.4 BGP protocol convergence

We next apply the notion of P-graph to prove that BGP protocol converges. In doing so, we first
prove the following lemma:

Lemma 1 If a self-contained BGP subsystem SP does not converge, then there is a P-cycle in the
corresponding P-graph.
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1
destination D  subpath link
destination D  subpath link

improvement link

(  BD  , BAD  )1 2

(BFD  , BD   )1 2

(  BD  , BAED )1 2

(     AD  , AD   )1 2

(ABFD  , AED  )1 2

(  ABD  , AED  )1 2

Figure 5: The P-graph and P-cycle of the network in Figure 3. For clarity, only a subset of route
profiles and improvement links are shown.

Proof: As outlined in subsection 3.4.1, we represent an arbitrary execution of the protocol by
a sequence of network route selections, {r[t]}t∈T . Let ru[t] be the route profile of AS u at time
t. To simplify notation, in the following proof, we will abbreviate rDuk

u as rk
u, and λDuk

u as λk
u.

Let Rk
u[∞] be the set of partial route profiles which u chooses infinitely often for Duk; that is,

Rk
u[∞] = ∩t ∪t′≥t {rk

u[t
′]}. There exists tf such that for any u and any t > tf , rk

u[t] ∈ Rk
u[∞]. In

other words, after tf , routes which are chosen only a finite number of times will no longer appear.
It follows from condition 1 of a self-contained BGP subsystem that Rk

u[∞] ∈ R(u,Duk, Pu). If the
BGP process does not converge, then there exists a set O of ASes such that for each AS u ∈ O,
|Rk

u[∞]| ≥ 2 for some k. These are the ASes that have persistent oscillating partial route profiles.
Since the set Rk

u[∞] is finite, we have the following observation:

Proposition 2 For any t > tf , there exists t′ > t, such that λk
u(r

k
u[t

′ − 1]) > λk
u(r

k
u[t

′]); that is,
u will change from a higher-ranked partial route profile for destinations in Duk to a lower-ranked
one infinitely often.

We shall construct a P-cycle as follows. We start from an arbitrary u0 ∈ O. By Proposition 2,
there exists k0 and t0 > tf , such that λk0

u0
(rk0

u0
[t0]) < λk0

u0
(rk0

u0
[t0−1]). Thus there is an improvement

edge from partial route profile rk0
u0

[t0] to rk0
u0

[t0 − 1].
The only reason for u0 to change from a higher-ranked partial route profile rk0

u0
[t0 − 1] to a

lower-ranked partial route profile rk0
u0

[t0] is that, some time before t0, a route P to some destination
d ∈ Du0k0 in rk0

u0
[t0 − 1] is withdrawn by a BGP update message from u’s neighbor v. Let P [v, d]

denote the sub-path of P from v to d. Thus there exists some tf < t1 < t0 and k such that v
processes a type 3 event at time t1 and changes from a partial route profile rk

v [t1 − 1] containing
P [v, d] to a partial route profile rk

v [t1] which does not contain P [v, d].
There are two possible reasons for this change of v:

1. AS v ranks rk
v [t1] higher than rk

v [t1 − 1]. In this case, let r̃k
v = rk

v [t1 − 1] and r̂k
v = rk

v [t1 − 1],
we have λk

v(r̃
k
v) < λk

v(r̂
k
v).

2. AS v ranks rk
v [t1] lower than rk

v [t1 − 1]. There are two sub-cases to consider:

(a) At time t1, path P [v, d] is still available to v. In this case, let r̂k
v = rk

v [t1], and let r̃k
v

be the partial route profile formed by replacing the route to destination d in rk
v [t1] with
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P [v, d]. Because r̃k
v is an available route profile to v at time t1, but v chooses r̂k

v instead,
thus we have λk

v(r̃
k
v) < λk

v(r̂
k
v).

(b) At time t1, path P [v, d] is no longer available to v. Let P [v, d] = (v, w)P [w, d], thus v
must have received a BGP update message withdrawing P [w, d] from w. In this case,
we take w as v, and repeat the argument. Since there are only a finite number of ASes
on P , eventually we will come across v′ where P [v′, d] is still available to v′, in which
case, we end up with case (2a).

Therefore, we can always find an AS v, a destination d ∈ Du0k0 ∩ Dvk, and two partial route
profiles r̃k

v and r̂k
v , such that r̃k

v(d) is a sub-path of rk0
u0

[t0−1](d), and λk
v(r̃

k
v) < λk

v(r̂
k
v). Because the

BGP subsystem is self-contained, the fact that rk0
u0

[t0 − 1] ∈ R(u0, Du0k0 , Pu0) implies that both r̃k
v

and r̂k
v must also be in R(v,Dvk, Pv). Thus, there is a destination d sub-path edge from rk0

u0
[t0 − 1]

to r̃k
v , followed by an improvement edge from r̃k

v to rk
v . After time t1, v may go through zero or

more higher-ranked partial route profiles (thus one or more improvement edges in the P-graph).
By proposition 2, eventually we will have a time t2 > t1 such that, λk

v(r
k
v [t2 − 1]) > λk

v(r
k
v [t2]).

Denote this v by u1. Repeating the above reasoning on u1’s change at time t2, we can construct a
path with alternating improvement edges and sub-path edges in the P-graph. Since the P-graph is
a finite graph, eventually we will form a P-cycle.

Lemma 1 immediately leads to the following sufficient condition for convergence in a self-
contained BGP subsystem.

Corollary 3 If the P-graph of a self-contained BGP subsystem SP has no P-cycle, then the BGP
protocol converges on destinations in Di for all AS i ∈ V . In addition, let r∗ be the network route
selection after convergence, then r∗i ∈ R(i,Di, Pi) for all i ∈ V . Furthermore, the BGP subsystem
is guaranteed to be robust.

The robustness result follows easily from the fact that node/link failures will not introduce new
P-cycle in P-graph.

One can extend the proof in [29] to show that, the converged route selection is stable (by prov-
ing that the state are kept consistent during protocol execution in a multiple destination setting);
that is, each AS’s route profile is the highest ranked among all valid route profiles that can be con-
structed from the exported highest ranked route profile of each of its neighbors (subject to export
policies).

3.4.5 Composition of Self-contained BGP Subsystems

In order to establish BGP protocol convergence for the whole network, we can directly apply
Corollary 3 on the whole BGP system, since the whole BGP system is trivially a self-contained
BGP subsystem. Sometimes, however, it may be more convenient to first establish BGP protocol
convergence for two or more non-trivial self-contained BGP subsystems, and then compose these
subsystems to obtain convergence for the whole system.

There are two methods to compose two self-contained BGP subsystem S1 = (G, pt, σ,D(1), P̃ (1), P (1))

and S2 = (G, pt, σ,D(2), P̃ (2), P (2)).
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The first type of composition is parallel composition. In this type of composition, S1 and S2

are disjoint in the sense that BGP protocol convergence on D(1) and D(2) are totally independent.
Specifically, parallel composition requires that D

(1)
i ∩ D

(2)
i = ∅, for all i ∈ V . Note that this also

implies that P̃
(1)
i ∩ P̃

(2)
i = ∅ and P

(1)
i ∩P

(2)
i = ∅. If we manage to establish convergence of S1 and

S2, it follows immediately that BGP protocol also converges on D
(1)
i ∪ D

(2)
i for all i ∈ V .

The second type of composition is sequential composition. In this type of composition, BGP
protocol converges on D(1) first, and for any converged partial route profile for D(1), routes to
destinations in D(2) will also converge. Sequential composition requires two conditions. First,
D

(1)
i ⊆ D

(2)
i for all i ∈ V . To define the second condition, for any stable route selection r̂(1)

for S1, let P̃ (2)|r(1)=r̂(1) be the subset of P̃ (2) such that paths to destinations in D(1) is given by
r̂(1); that is, P̃ (2)|r(1)=r̂(1) is the restriction of P̃ (2) by r̂(1). Also define P (2)|r(1)=r̂(1) in a similar
way. Let S2|r(1)=r̂(1) be the BGP subsystem (G, pt, σ,D(2), P̃ (2)|r(1)=r̂(1) , P (2)|r(1)=r̂(1)). The second
conditions requires that for any r̂(1), S2|r(1)=r̂(1) is a self-contained BGP subsystem. If we manage
to show that BGP protocol converges on S1 and S2|r(1)=r̂(1) for any stable r̂(1), we can be sure that
BGP protocol will eventually converge on D

(2)
i for all i ∈ V .

We will see an example of sequential composition of two self-contained BGP subsystems in
section 4.

3.5 Network with non-Pareto Optimal Solution

provider-to-customer
(  BCD  , BAD  )
(  BD  , BCD   )21

(ABCD  , AD  )1

1(  AD  , ACD   )2

2

2

1

2

D

1(CFD  , CD      )
1 2(  CD  , CBAD )

F

A
C D2

1

B

Figure 6: An example with two solutions but one of them is not Pareto optimal.

A B C

Solution 1 (ABCD1, AD2) (BCD1, BAD2) (CD1, CBAD2)
Solution 2 (AD1, ACD2) (BD1, BCD2) (CFD1, CD2)

Figure 7: Two stable route selections for the network in Figure 6.

A network with stable solutions can have multiple solutions. The example in Figure 6 is one
example.

This example is particularly interesting in that it has two stable route solutions, as shown in
Figure 7, and the solution at the second row is not even Pareto optimal. Specifically, a stable route
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solution is Pareto optimal if there does not exist another stable route solution where each AS has
a higher ranked route profile. This example clearly demonstrates that to be effective, negotiation-
based route selection [40] may involve more than two parties.

4 Stable Egress Route Selection without Global Coordination

The preceding section presents a sufficient condition to guarantee the convergence of route selec-
tion in a general network. The condition depends on checking P-cycle. In practice, it is difficult
to obtain P-graph and check whether it contains a P-cycle. This is due to the fact that BGP is
a distributed protocol, and generally ASes do not share their traffic engineering policies. Also,
the preceding section considers general networks, while in the current Internet, the route selection
policies of the ASes are not general, but are highly likely to be constrained by their business con-
siderations. The question we will investigate in this section, therefore, is whether such constraints
can lead to stability.

The constraints imposed by business considerations were first systematically studied by Gao
and Rexford [22,24]. Specifically, they observed that the business considerations of ASes in current
Internet imply that ASes follow the typical export policies (please see Section 3.3 for definition).
Typical export policies imply that instead of arbitrary valid routes, valid routes in the Internet have
the following patterns [22]: a provider-customer link can be followed only by provider-customer
links, and a peer link can be followed only by provider-customer links. Accordingly, we divide the
routes from an AS i to a destination d into three categories:

• Customer route: each link along a customer route is a provider-customer link.

• Peer route: the first link along a peer route is a peer link, and the remaining links are all
provider-customer links.

• Provider route: the first link is a customer-provider link, and the remaining route consists of
zero or multiple customer-provider links, followed by zero or one peer link, and then zero or
multiple provider-customer links.

Hereafter, we denote by rC
i→d, rE

i→d, and rP
i→d an instance of customer, peer, and provider route,

respectively. Similarly, we denote the set of customer, peer, and provider routes by RC
i→d, RE

i→d,
RP

i→d, respectively. We can further divide the set Di of destinations of an AS i into three categories,
given that the above two constraints are satisfied:

• Customer-reachable destinations: these destinations are direct or transitive customers of AS
i. Let DC

i be the set of customer-reachable destinations of AS i. We have DC
i = {d|RC

i→d �=
∅}.

• Peer-provider-reachable destinations: these destinations are direct or transitive customers of
one of AS i’s peers or providers, but they are not direct or transitive customers of AS i. Let
DE

i = {d|RE
i→d �= ∅}−DC

i be the set of peer-reachable destinations, and DP
i = Di−DC

i −DE
i

the set of provider-reachable destinations. We call DEP
i = Di −DC

i the set of peer-provider-
reachable destinations of AS i.
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Given the above definitions of different types of routes, Gao and Rexford [22, 24] observe
that business considerations imply that an AS prefers customers routes over peer/provider routes.
We call such route preference, namely, customer routes � peer/provider routes, the standard
individual-route preference policy. Assuming the standard export policy, the standard individual-
route preference policy, together with the assumption that there is no provider-customer loop (PC-
loop for short) in the business relationships formed by ASes, Gao and Rexford prove that these
conditions guarantee convergence in the global Internet.

A potential issue of their analysis is that their route selection model assumes that there is
no coordination among destinations. However, as we discussed in the preceding sections, in the
current Internet, ISPs are increasingly adopting coordinated route selection policies to achieve
their interdomain traffic engineering objectives. Given such coordination, we need to re-evaluate
AS route selection behaviors and investigate whether they lead to stability. Specifically, we need
to reevaluate how the standard individual-route preference policy will change if an AS coordinates
its routes to multiple destinations. If economics is the first consideration, then it is still reasonable
that an AS will prefer customer routes over peer/provider routes, since customer routes bring in
revenue. However, in the general case, now an AS may coordinate the route selection of multiple
customer-reachable destinations. As for those peer-provider-reachable destinations, now an AS
can jointly select routes for multiple such destinations to load balance, and to maintain peering
traffic ratios.

Specifically, the route selection behavior of each AS i can be described by ranking functions λC
i

and λEP
i . Note that we use C and EP instead of DC

i and DEP
i as superscripts to simplify notation,

we will also abbreviate r
DC

i
i as rC

i , and r
DEP

i
i as rEP

i . Suppose Ai is the set of paths available to i,
then i’s selected route profile r̂i is given by

r̂C
i = arg max

rC
i ∈RDC

i
i (Ai)

λC
i (rC

i ), (1)

r̂EP
i = arg max

rEP
i ∈RDEP

i
i (Ai)

λEP
i (rEP

i ). (2)

In other words, AS i’s routing decision for customer-reachable destinations depend only on the
routing decisions for its other customer-reachable destinations, and are independent of the routing
decisions for its peer-provider-reachable destinations. Similarly, AS i’s routing decisions for its
peer-provider-reachable destinations are independent of that of its customer-reachable destinations.
When the routing decisions of AS i are decomposed for customer- and peer-provider-reachable
destinations, we say that it follows the standard joint-route preference policy.

We now show the pleasant but surprising result that egress route selection for interdomain
traffic engineering in the current Internet is stable. In order to do so, we note that there exist two
BGP subsystems in the network. The first BGP subsystem is SC = (G, pt, σ, DC , P̃, PC), where
DC

i is the set of customer-reachable destinations for AS i, and PC
i = ∪d∈DC

i
RC

i→d is the set of all

customer routes of AS i. The second BGP subsystem is SEP = (G, pt, σ,D, P̃, P̃). It is easy
to see that SC is self-contained. Given any stable route selection r̂C for SC , SEP |rC=r̂C is also
self-contained. Therefore, we can establish the BGP protocol convergence for the whole network
through sequential composition of these two self-contained BGP subsystems:
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Theorem 4 The network has a unique stable route selection which BGP is guaranteed to converge
to, and is guaranteed to be robust, if the following conditions hold:

1. there is no provider-customer loop in the network;

2. all ASes have fixed typical export policies;

3. the routing decisions for customer-reachable and peer-provider-reachable destinations fol-
low the standard joint-route preference policy.

Proof: We shall prove by sequential composition of two self-contained BGP subsystems that
the network has a stable network route selection which BGP is guaranteed to converge to, and
that the network is guaranteed to be stable. For proof of uniqueness of the stable network route
selection, please refer to the proof in [55].

Let P̃i be the set of all possible paths for As i. The first BGP subsystem we consider is
SC = (G, pt, σ, DC , P̃, PC), where DC

i is the set of customer-reachable destinations for AS i,
and PC

i = ∪d∈DC
i
RC

i→d is the set of all customer routes of AS i.
The BGP subsystem SC is self-contained. Consider an arbitrary AS i and an arbitrary d ∈ DC

i .
By definition of DC

i , there exists at least one customer route P = (vk, vk−1, . . . , v0) with vk = i
and v0 = d, where each link (vi, vi−1) is a provider-customer link, for i = k, k− 1, . . . , 1. Initially,
AS d has a trivial customer route (d) to itself. Since each AS prefers customer routes strictly over
peer/provider routes, it can be shown by induction that AS i eventually will get a customer route
to d.

There is no P-cycle in the P-graph of SC . Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is
a P-cycle. We will show that there is a PC-loop in this case. Since the two partial route profile
connected by an improvement edge are of the same AS, it suffices to consider the sub-path edges
on a P-cycle. Consider an arbitrary sub-path edge on the P-cycle from a partial route profile r̃k

u to
r̂l
v. AS v must be a customer of u, because any link on a customer route is a provider-customer

link. Thus if we follow the P-cycle and examine all the sub-path edges along our way, we will get
a PC-loop, which is a contradiction.

By Corollary 3, BGP protocol will converge on SC . Thus each AS i will have a stable partial
route profile to destinations in DC

i .
Denote by r̂C any stable route selection for SC . The second BGP subsystem we consider is

SEP = (G, pt, σ,D, P̃, P̃). It is easy to see that SEP |rC=r̂C is trivially self-contained for any stable
route selection r̂C .

We shall prove that the P-graph of SEP |rC=r̂C does not contain a P-cycle. Suppose for the sake
of contradiction that there is a P-cycle. We will show that there is a PC-loop in this case. Again, it
suffices to consider the sub-path edges on the P-cycle. Consider an arbitrary sub-path edge on the
P-cycle from a partial route profile r̃k

u to r̂l
v.

We first note the fact that r̂l
v cannot be AS v’s partial route profile to customer-reachable desti-

nations. Otherwise, by applying similar argument as for SC , we can show that all sub-path edges
on the P-cycle are from a provider to a customer, which contradicts the assumption that there is no
PC-loop. This fact also implies that v cannot be a peer u, because if r̃k

u(d) is a peer route for u, the
sub-path r̂l

v(d) must be a customer route for v. Thus v can only be a provider of u. If we follow
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the P-graph and examine all the sub-path edges along our way, we will get a PC-loop, which is a
contradiction.

By Corollary 3, BGP protocol will converge on SEP |rC=r̂C for any stable r̂C . Thus each AS i
will have a stable partial route profile to destinations in Di. But in this case, a partial route profile
to Di is exactly the complete route profile for i. Thus we have shown that BGP protocol converges
for the whole network on all destinations.

In addition, it is not hard to see that the above proof holds even with arbitrary link/node failures,
thus the network is robust.

Note that in the preceding theorem we require that customer routes are strictly preferred over
peer routes; i.e., customer routes � peer routes. One might suspect that the above theorem still
holds if customer routes  peer routes . However, Figure 3 gives a counter example and shows
that there exists no stable route selection in this case.

4.1 Stability with Multihomed Stub ASes Adopting Smart Routing Algo-
rithms

As an application of Theorem 4, next we show that the recent trend of using smart routing to se-
lect egress routes does not introduce routing instability. Specifically, in [26], Goldenberg et al.
propose algorithms to coordinate the egress route selection for multiple destinations to optimize
performance under cost constraint. Using simulations, they show that their algorithms do not in-
troduce instability. Below, we show that given that the conditions stated in Theorem 4 are satisfied,
the conditions still hold when multihomed stub ASes adopt smart routing algorithms; thus, such
algorithms do not introduce instability. First, adopting smart routing algorithms does not change
the network topology; therefore, the first condition still holds. Second, adopting smart routing
algorithms does not change the export policies. Third, a multihomed stub AS has only providers;
therefore, its routing decisions, although coordinated, are inherently decomposed. Last, a multi-
homed stub AS follows the joint-route preference policy since it has only provider-routes to reach
other destinations. To summarize, all of the conditions still hold when multihomed stub ASes adopt
smart routing algorithms. Therefore, multihomed stub ASes adopting smart routing algorithms do
not introduce routing instability.

5 Measurement and Simulation Studies of Egress Route Selec-
tion for Interdomain Traffic Engineering

The preceding sections analyze the stability of route selection for interdomain traffic engineering
and prove that convergence and uniqueness of route selection can be guaranteed when there is
no provider-customer loop, and all ASes follow the typical export policy and standard joint-route
preference policy.

In this section, we complement the preceding analysis by investigating 1) the extent to which
current Internet route selection satisfies the policies; and 2) the likelihood of instability when the
policies and no-PC-loop condition are violated.
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5.1 Methodology

We first present our methodology. Specifically, we derive a necessary and sufficient condition to
uniquely determine provider-customer relationships. We then use this condition to infer Internet
topology. Simulation setup is also described in this section.

5.1.1 Inferring AS topology

We construct an Internet AS topology from multiple vantage points by using the aggregated BGP
tables of Routeviews [46] and Looking Glass servers [36]. Specifically, we remove prepended AS
numbers from the AS paths in the BGP table and filter out the paths with loops. We then construct
an undirected AS-level topology graph as follows. Each AS has a unique node in the graph, and
there exists an edge between two AS nodes if they ever appear in pair in an observed BGP route.
The edges in this graph represent the connectivity among ASes.

We next infer business relationships among ASes to produce the AS business-relationship
graph, denoted by Gb. Our inference of Gb consists of three steps. Firstly, we take the approach
in [48] to infer peer relationships. Secondly, we infer provider and customer relationships for the
remaining edges. Lastly, we remove edges with unknown relationships and label the remaining
edges with the inferred relationships accordingly. In particular, in the second step, we construct a
business-relationship inference graph, denoted by Ginfer, to infer provider-customer relationships.
In [3], Battista et al. map the inference of provider and customer relationships as a 2SAT problem.
However, their method infers just one satisfiable solution. Thus, when the inferred business rela-
tionship between a pair of neighboring ASes is different from verification, it is unknown whether
the error is due to ambiguity (i.e., non-unique solutions) or model error. To overcome this problem,
we construct a business-relationship inference graph as follows. Each pair of neighboring ASes, i
and j, has two corresponding vertices in Ginfer: vij and vji, where the vertex vij represents that i
is a provider of j, while vji represents that j is a provider of i. We say that vij and vji are mirrors
of each other. There exist edges between vij and vjk in Ginfer if and only if (i, j, k) or (k, j, i)
appears as a segment of an observed route. In other words, from each route, we take all 3-tuple
segments (i, j, k) and add two directed edges to the inference graph: one is from vij to vjk, and
the other from vkj to vji. The directed edge from vij to vjk encodes the fact that if i is a provider
of j and (i, j, k) appears as a route segment, j must be a provider of k because of the no valley
constraint. Given this construction and applying the result in [2], we have the following necessary
and sufficient condition to check if the business relationship between a pair of neighboring ASes
is uniquely determined:

Theorem 5 If all routes are valley-free, and ASes have only provider-customer relationships, then
AS i is a provider of j if and only if in Ginfer, vertex vji has a path to its mirror vertex vij and vij

has no path back to vji.

We apply the preceding theorem on Ginfer to infer provider and customer relationships. We
find that 85% of AS relationships can be uniquely determined. In order to validate our inference
results, we compare the set of inferred customers of AT&T using our approach with that using the
approach in [23], where Gao verified with AT&T that 96.3% of AT&T-related relationships were
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correctly inferred. Our comparison shows that 98.8% of our inferred relationships are consistent
with those using Gao’s approach. We further validate our results by conducting email surveys
with randomly selected regional transit ISPs. The results of the surveys show that all the inferred
provider-customer relationships are correct.

In order to make the simulations more efficient, we iteratively remove 6157 single-homed ASes
whose route selection will not affect that of others. The remaining AS graph, denoted by G′

s, has
13,048 ASes and 37,999 links and is used in our simulations.

We observe that the inferred network topology G′
s has about 1.3% of ASes involved in PC-

loops. We further find that PC-loops are introduced because some customers carelessly provide
transit services for their providers, and these customers are inferred as providers as a result. Note
that in this section PC-loops are not defined by the real AS business relationships; instead, they
are defined by the business relationships inferred from observed routes determined by the export
policies. Note also that the existence of PC-loops does not invalidate Theorem 5 since the aggre-
gated BGP table used to construct Ginfer is not complete; therefore, the business relations of each
link along a PC-loop may still be uniquely determined by applying Theorem 5.

To remove the PC-loops, we take into account the common belief that providers typically have
more neighbors than their customers. Specifically, we first locate all the PC-loops in the graph.
Then, for each PC-loop, we compute for each link along the loop the ratio of the provider’s degree
and the customer’s degree, and iteratively remove the link with the lowest ratio, until there is no
PC-loop. We denote by Gs the induced subgraph of G′

s after breaking all PC-loops. G′
s is only

used to evaluate the impact of PC-loop on routing stability through simulation, and Gs is used in
all other simulations.

5.1.2 Simulation setup

An important component of our simulation studies is route ranking tables. For AS i who does
not coordinate the route selection of multiple destinations, we use the subjective routing frame-
work to construct its route ranking table [12]. The subjective routing framework is motivated by
the observation that different ASes often use different performance metrics in comparing routes.
Thus, in this framework, there is a set M of performance metrics assigned to each link. Each AS
computes the cost of a route using its own set of weights. Specifically, AS i has a set of weights,
Wi = {wi,m|m ∈ M}, where wi,m is the weight associated with the performance metric m. Note
that wi,m = 0 if i is not concerned with the metric m. Let C

(m)
l be the value of metric m at

link l. Given a route ri→d from AS i to destination d, AS i computes the cost of this route as
c(ri→d) =

∑
m∈M wi,m

∑
l∈ri→d

C
(m)
l . For each destination, AS i chooses the route with the lowest

subjective cost as its best route for that destination.
For an AS i who coordinates its route selection of multiple destinations, we construct its rank-

ing table as follows. First, for each destination d, we compute the set Ri→d of all feasible valley-free
routes from i to d in Gs, assuming all ASes have typical export policies. Then we construct the
set of all possible route profiles Ri =

∏
d∈D Ri→d. For efficiency, we do not explicitly store Ri;

instead, we store just the set of all feasible routes to all destinations (i.e., ∪d∈DRi→d), and assign
a unique ID to each route in this set; therefore, we represent a route profile using a set of IDs
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corresponding to the routes in the route profile. Finally, we construct the ranking table of AS i by
randomly permuting the entries of Ri.

We implement our own event-driven simulator to study the stable route selection problem for
interdomain traffic engineering. It simulates BGP protocol process such as route import/export,
route announcement/withdrawal, and so on. Each AS selects its routes as described above. We also
add random delays to route import/export events in order to simulate network asynchronousness.
In each experiment, we randomly choose a set of ASes as destinations, and all other ASes exchange
routes to these destinations.

To detect instability, for each AS, our simulator keeps a history of its selected route profiles.
Specifically, according to its route selection history, each AS constructs a directed stability graph
with each node representing a unique route profile and each directed edge representing a temporal
transition between two route profiles. An AS has no stable route selection if all nodes of the
stability graph are in one single strongly connected component. Hereafter, we refer to such ASes
as unstable ASes. Since this condition is a sufficient condition, we may underestimate the extent
of instability. In order to avoid taking initial route exchanges as unstable route selection, we wait
for a long enough time before checking instability. Specifically, we start to keep a history of
previous best route profiles for each AS after 500 simulation steps when all ASes have routes to
all destinations. We start to check the instability condition for each AS every 20 simulation steps
after the routing history starts. We run the simulation for 7,000 simulation steps so that the number
of ASes identified as unstable does not change any more, and take this number as the number of
unstable ASes.

5.2 Route Selection Practice in the Current Internet

We start with an investigation on the route selection practice of the current Internet. Since the
interaction of multiple destinations can cause instability, as we pointed out in Section 3.3, it is
important to study the extent to which ISP route selection satisfies the policies proposed in The-
orem 4, which can guarantee the existence of a unique stable route selection. In particular, we
investigate the extent to which 1) the standard individual-route preference policy is followed, and
2) the standard joint-route preference policy is followed, in the current Internet.

5.2.1 The standard individual-route preference policy

We first investigate the extent to which ISP route selection follows the standard individual-route
preference policy. For each AS under study, we extract its available routes and the local preference
value it assigned to each route from its BGP routing tables. We label each extracted route as
a customer, a peer, or a provider route, using our inferred provider-customer and peer business
relationships. According to the standard BGP routing decision process, a route is strictly preferred
over another one if the route has a higher local preference value. Based on this rule, we compare
the local preference values of two routes of the same prefix. For each prefix, we check three types
of violations: a peer route has an equal or larger local preference value than a customer route (i.e.,
E  C); a provider route has an equal or larger local preference value than a peer route (i.e.,
P  E); a provider route has an equal or larger local preference value than a customer route
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(i.e., P  C). If a prefix has a violation, then we refer to the prefix as a violating prefix and the
involved route as a violating route. We count the total number of violating prefixes and compute
the percentage of violating prefixes for each AS under study. Similarly, we compute the percentage
of violating routes as well. Table 1 summarizes the results.

We observe that 11 out of the 18 ASes do not have any violations of the standard individual-
route preference policy in their route selection. Three of them do not completely follow the pref-
erence order but the percentage of violations is small, on the order of 0.02% to 0.06%. However,
for the remaining four ASes, the percentage of violations can be quite high, from about 1.1% to as
high as 2.4%. Given the vast number of destination prefixes in the Internet (each AS under study
has about 150K destination prefixes), such percentage translates to a large number of destination
prefixes. To further investigate the reasons of violations, we divide the violations into three cate-
gories as described above: E  C, P  E, and P  C. Then, for each of these three categories,
we compute the percentages of violating prefixes and routes. We observe that the majority of
the violations of the preference order come from route preferences violating preferring peers over
providers (i.e., P  E), which indicates potential load balancing considerations. The violations of
the other two categories are negligible and therefore, they are not listed in the table. Although we
sample only a small fraction of ASes in the current Internet, we believe that the sampled ASes are
representative, as our results are also consistent with those in [54]. However, [54] studied only the
percentage of prefixes that have routes violating the standard individual-route preference policy,
while we also investigate the percentage of routes with violations and where the violations come
from and their percentages. In addition, we observe smaller percentages of violations compared
with that in [54]; for instance, AS 5511 has only 1.9%, instead of 3.5% in [54], of prefixes violating
the policy.

In summary, although the route selection of most of the ASes satisfies the standard individual-
route preference policy (11 with no violations and 3 with almost negligible violations), the route
selection of many ASes (4 out of 18 ≈ 22%) does not. When a large number of ASes do not follow
the preference order, their preferences might interact and cause instability, as we have shown in
Section 3.

5.2.2 The standard joint-route preference policy

Next we investigate the extent to which AS route selection follows the joint-route preference policy.
Since there is no direct way to check if the route selection of an AS follows the standard joint-route
preference policy, we derive the following condition for checking violations of the policy.

Consider a specific AS i. Assume we take two snapshots of the available routes of AS i at
times t and t′, where t < t′. Let Ri(t) and Ri(t

′) be the sets of available route profiles to the AS
(from its routing caches) at these two snapshots. Let ri(t) be the route profile that i chooses at
time t. Let rC

i (t) and rEP
i (t) be the subsets of the routes in ri(t) for customer-reachable, and peer-

provider-reachable destinations, respectively. We can similarly define ri(t
′), rC

i (t′), and rEP
i (t′).

A scenario that the route selection of customer-reachable destinations is not decoupled from that
of peer-provider-reachable destinations is that rC

i (t) ∈ RC
i (t′), rC

i (t′) ∈ RC
i (t), rEP

i (t) �= rEP
i (t′),

and rC
i (t) �= rC

i (t′). In other words, if route selection for customer-reachable and peer-provider-
reachable destinations is decoupled, then a change of routes for peer-provider-reachable destina-
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ASN Degree % of prefixes % of routes
Total P � E Total P � E

553 131 0 0 0 0
852 111 0 0 0 0

3257 264 0 0 0 0
5388 112 0 0 0 0
5713 23 0 0 0 0
6730 516 0 0 0 0
7018 1964 0 0 0 0
7474 129 0 0 0 0
9132 306 0 0 0 0

15837 130 0 0 0 0
17233 8 0 0 0 0

6539 274 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.004
3561 610 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.009
6667 394 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03
3549 669 1.14 1.10 0.14 0.138
7911 287 1.54 1.40 0.26 0.23
5511 190 1.90 1.90 0.63 0.63
8220 764 2.41 1.84 0.76 0.56

Table 1: Route preference violating the policy of customer � peer � provider. A major source of
violations comes from not strictly preferring peer routes over provider routes (P  E).

tions (namely rEP
i (t) → rEP

i (t′)) should not cause any route change of customer-reachable desti-
nations (namely rC

i (t) → rC
i (t′)). Similarly, we can define sufficient conditions for other cases of

the violations of the standard joint-route preference policy.
Checking the condition defined above requires us to compare across two snapshots of an AS’s

routing tables. One potential problem is that an AS may change its preference between these
two snapshots and thus make the comparison invalid. To overcome the problem, we select two
snapshots when they are close in time and satisfy a consistency check. Specifically, the consistency
check we adopt is that if AS i chooses route profile ri over r′i when presented with both profiles
at time t, then if both profiles are available at time t′ > t, then the AS should not choose r′i over
ri. Given this consistency check, we choose snapshots in the following way. We first dump the
complete BGP routing tables from the chosen Looking Glass servers every 3 minutes for a period
of 30 minutes, starting at random times. We then select the sequences of snapshots which do not
contain any inconsistency.

Our result shows that the route selection of most ASes does not violate the sufficient conditions
of the standard joint-route preference policy. However, we observe that some ASes violate this
decoupling condition for some of their prefixes. For example, we observe that at least 150 prefixes
whose route selection violates the decoupling condition.

5.2.3 Summary

Our measurements of the route selection in the current Internet show that the standard individual-
and joint-route preference policies are largely satisfied. This could be one of the reasons for the
stability of the current Internet. However, we also observe many instances of violations. For
example, we observe that the route selection of 22% of the ASes does not satisfy the standard
individual-route preference policy. The existence of a non-negligible percentage of ASes whose
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route selection does not satisfy the policies could be alarming, as we will see in our simulations
in the next subsection that even when just a small number of ASes conduct route selection for
interdomain traffic engineering but their route selection does not satisfies the standard joint-route
preference policy, instability could occur.

5.3 Routing instability when each destination is routed separately

We start our study of routing instability when no AS coordinates its route selection. Although the
focus of this paper is on routing instability caused by coordination of route selection, since there is
no previous simulation study on the single destination case, we conduct the first set of experiments
as reference points. In our simulations, we randomly choose a destination AS that originates route
announcements. The remaining ASes follow BGP protocol process to select the best route with
the minimum subjective cost to the chosen destination.

Our first experiment uses the topology with PC-loops, i.e., G′
s, to study routing instability. In

this experiment, all ASes have typical export policies, and strictly follow the standard individual-
route preference. However, due to the existence of PC-loops, we still observe unstable ASes.
Figure 8(a) shows the empirical cumulative distribution of the number of unstable ASes obtained
from our experiments. We also conduct a distribution fitting and find that the extreme value distri-
bution best fits the empirical one. Figure 8(b) also plots their density functions. To confirm that it
is PC-loops that causes instability, we repeat the same experiment using Gs, where all PC-loops
are removed, and we do not observe any instability in simulations.
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Figure 8: Distribution of total number of unstable ASes due to PC-loops.

Our second experiment uses the PC-loop-free topology, Gs, to study routing instability when
ASes violate the standard individual-route preference. In this experiment, ASes have typical export
policies. Each AS violates the standard individual-route preference with probability pv = 0.03; for
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instance, with both a customer route and a peer route to a destination, an AS chooses the peer route
instead of the customer route with probability 0.03. This probability is chosen because we observe
that at most 3% of prefixes have routes violating the standard individual-route preference in the
current Internet [55]. In order to study the impact of the violation probability on the number of
unstable ASes, we also repeat the experiment with doubled violation probability pv = 0.06.

Figure 9(a) shows the empirical cumulative distributions for both experiments. Similarly, we
conduct a distribution fitting and find that the negative binomial distribution best fits them. We also
plot in Figure 9(b) the density functions of both distributions for the case where pv = 0.03. We
observe that the number of unstable ASes increases when pv is doubled. In particular, we find that
on average, there are 43 unstable ASes when pv = 0.03; when the violation probability is doubled,
the average number of unstable ASes is more than doubled to to 95. Comparing this experiment
with the preceding one, we also observe that violation of the topological condition is more likely
to lead to routing instability.
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Figure 9: Distribution of total number of unstable ASes due to violation of the standard individual-
route preference.

5.4 Routing instability caused by route coordination

Finally, we investigate routing instability caused by coordinated route selection of multiple desti-
nations.

We start with a candidate set consisting of a randomly chosen Tier-2 AS. We then randomly
choose the neighboring ASes of the candidates with probability 0.5 as the ASes that coordinate
their route selections, and add them to the candidate set. This process continues until the set
consists of enough number of ASes. We choose the candidate ASes in this way to model a sce-
nario where ASes are more likely to coordinate route selections when their neighbors are doing so.
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We also limit our choice of candidate ASes to Tier-2 and Tier-3 ASes since Tier-1 ISPs are very
cautious and less likely to actively coordinate their routes to achieve some traffic engineering ob-
jectives. To investigate the potential seriousness of the problem, we setup the experiments so that
only 40 ASes coordinate route selection for only 2 destinations and violate the standard joint-route
preference policy. All remaining ASes select routes for each destination separately.

We study the following two cases: (a) the remaining ASes strictly follow the standard individual-
route preference; and (b) the remaining ASes violate the standard individual-route preference with
probability 0.03. Figure 10 shows the empirical distribution of the number of unstable candidate
ASes for both cases. We conduct a distribution fitting and find that the negative binomial distri-
bution best fits the empirical distributions, as shown in the figures. We observe in case (a) that in
worst cases, almost all 40 candidate ASes are unstable in the network. This result is surprising in
that 40 ASes consist of a very small percentage (40 out of 13048) of the total number of ASes.
Furthermore, 2 destinations are not many destinations. We also vary the number of ASes who
coordinate route selection and the number of destinations. We observe that the number of unstable
ASes further increases as the number of ASes who coordinate route selection but do not follow the
joint-route preference policy increases. We also observe in case (b) that the number of unstable
ASes strictly increases when the remaining ASes violate the standard individual-route preference.
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Figure 10: Distributions of total number of unstable ASes due to violation of the standard joint-
route preference policy, when the remaining ASes that do not coordinate route selections and either
(a) strictly follow or (b) violate with probability 0.03 the standard individual-route preference.
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6 Route Selection for General Interdomain Traffic Engineer-
ing

In the preceding sections, the preference of an AS depends only on egress route profiles and is
independent of ingress traffic demand patterns. As a result of this independency, we derive a set of
practical guidelines which can guarantee stability for egress interdomain traffic engineering. This
independency is justified when the traffic demands of an AS to its destinations are known, and thus
can be considered as constants. Specifically, these demands will be used as constant parameters
in the ranking function of an AS to determine the relative ranking of route profiles. Conceptually,
therefore, these demands do not need to appear explicitly in the route ranking table as conditions.
For example, in Figure 1, the traffic demands to D1 and D2 will be used in determining the relative
ranking of route profiles of S. However, these traffic demands do not need to appear explicitly in
the route ranking table. Some examples where this is true include multihomed stub ASes, and ISPs
whose aggregated traffic to its major destinations is relatively stable.

However, in a more general case, the preference of an AS could include both egress route pro-
files and ingress traffic patterns. We call the stability problem under this model the stable route
selection for general interdomain traffic engineering problem. Route selection for general inter-
domain traffic engineering is likely to be important for an intermediate transit ISP whose ingress
traffic varies substantially with its own route selection. The objective of this section, therefore, is
to investigate the stability of route selection for general interdomain traffic engineering.

6.1 Motivation

6.1.1 A Motivating Example

We start with an example to show that ASes may adopt general local policies. The example also
shows that with inbound-dependency, whether or not a network is stable can depend on the route
selection algorithms.

From our email surveys, it is clear that inbound-dependent route selection is important for
a transit ISP whose inbound traffic varies substantially with its own route selection. Figure 11
shows an example network which is motivated by the increasing usage of multihoming and its
potential effects on some transit ISPs. The example network is constructed in such a way that it
satisfies all conditions to guarantee stability for inbound-independent route selection [22]: there is
no provider-customer loop in the network; each AS follows the typical export policy; and an AS
prefers customer routes over provider routes. The example network avoids peering links to have a
clean setup.

A special feature of this example network, however, is that the ranking of egress routes at B,
who is one of the two competing transit providers of source S, depends on its inbound traffic. For
generality, we say that B ranks outcomes, instead of just egress routes. An outcome consists of
both an egress route and ingress traffic pattern. For generality, we assume a ranking table at each
AS, which lists, in decreasing order, all of the potential outcomes. Note that in practice, a ranking
table can be implemented, compactly, by an objective or utility function. Specifically, {S}BFD
denotes the outcome that B uses the egress route BFD and S sends traffic for destination D
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Figure 11: The ranking of egress routes at B depends on inbound traffic. S is the source, and D is
the destination.
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Figure 12: A revenue function justifying the route selection behavior of B in Figure 11. “B only”
denotes the traffic volume when S does not use B as its transit provider; and B + S denotes that
when S uses B.

through B; {}BD denotes the outcome that B uses the route BD and S does not send any traffic
through B.

This example network does not appear to be a pathological case and can well happen in prac-
tice. S is a multihomed network with two providers C and B to improve reliability. The ranking
table of S is constructed according to the standard BGP decision process: S prefers routes with
small AS-hop counts; for two routes with the same AS-hop count, it uses the next-hop ID to break
the tie. As for B, when traffic volume is high (i.e., when S uses B as its transit provider), B selects
BFD over BD; on the other hand, when traffic volume is low (i.e., when S does not use B as
its transit provider), B chooses BD over BFD. A potential revenue function that may cause this
scenario to happen is shown in Figure 12; that is, BFD is more profitable for B when the traffic
volume is high, while BD is more profitable for B when the traffic volume is low. Note that it is
possible to reverse the provider-customer relationship of the AS pairs, CD, FD, BF , and BD.
Then the preference of B can be justified by cost instead of revenue.
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6.1.2 Instability of a Traffic-Demand-Matrix-Based Route Selection Scheme

A common approach for B to implement inbound-dependent route selection is to use a traffic-
demand-matrix-based algorithm (e.g., [5, 26]). The basic structure of such an algorithm is that
time is divided into multiple periods. During each time period, the algorithm measures the traffic
demand matrix. At the end of each time period, the algorithm computes and installs the optimal
route selection for the next period.

Specifically, B would implement a route selection algorithm as follows. During each time pe-
riod n, B estimates total traffic demand to destination D; At the end of time period n, B computes
the optimal route selection (BFD or BD), based on the measured inbound traffic demand and
its traffic engineering objectives. B then installs the optimal route selection at the beginning of
time period n + 1. As we have discussed in the introduction, this algorithm can be implemented
either by a network operator manually, which will operate at a longer time scale, or by a traffic
engineering program, which will operate at a much faster speed.

Given the above route selection algorithm, assume that B initially chooses egress route BD. B
exports BD to S; therefore, S chooses SBD over SCD, and the traffic from S to D goes through
B. However, given this high inbound traffic demand, B prefers BFD over BD; thus B switches
its route selection to BFD and exports to S. This change of egress route causes S to choose SCD
over SBFD, and thus traffic of S no longer goes through B. Given that now the inbound traffic is
low, B switches back to route selection BD, since it prefers BD over BFD at low traffic. Thus,
we have obtained persistent route oscillations2.

6.1.3 Optimal and Stable Inbound-dependent Route Selection by a Single AS

The above instability is due to the fact that under the preceding traffic-demand-matrix-based route
selection algorithm, B mis-associates the outcomes with its available actions (e.g., B has two
available actions in the preceding example: choosing BD or BFD). To choose the optimal route
and maintain stability, an AS i needs to correctly associate the outcomes with its actions; that
is, the estimated inbound traffic pattern is a result of the chosen egress route. Learning the out-
comes of all available egress routes, AS i chooses the optimal outcome. Figure 13 specifies a
route selection algorithm which can guarantee stability and optimality, when only AS i adopts
this inbound-dependent route selection algorithm. Note that in Figure 13, ri is a route selection
constructed from the routes exported by AS i’s neighbors. We refer to that a route profile ri is
overwhelmed by r′i if (1) whenever ri is available, r′i is also available; and (2) choosing r′i always
yields strictly more preferable outcome than choosing ri. This notion will be formalized in our
general model of route selection algorithms.

Specifically, in the context of Internet interdomain route selection, when ASes are constrained
by Internet business considerations, Theorem 6 shows that the algorithm in Figure 13 can guarantee
stability and optimality. Due to space limitation, we omit its proof, and note that an induction proof
can be constructed.

2This oscillation is different from that generated by classical single-path adaptive routing; for example, the classical
routing scheme considers only latency [4].
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� Tconv is maximum time for routing convergence
� Tm is the measurement time
� Ri is the set of available, unoverwhelmed route selections

constructed from routes exported by i’s neighbors
� tm(ri) represents the inbound traffic matrix when choosing ri

foreach ri in Ri

install ri

estimate tm(ri) by
waiting for Tconv

measuring tm(ri) for Tm

if any route in Ri is overwhelmed
remove it from Ri

Figure 13: An inbound-dependent route selection algorithm.

Theorem 6 The network converges, and an AS i converges to its optimal outcome, if the following
conditions are satisfied:

1. there is no provider-customer loop in the network;

2. all ASes except i adopt the typical export policy;

3. each AS prefers customer routes over peer/provider routes;

4. AS i adopts the route selection algorithm in Figure 13, and no other AS uses any inbound-
dependent route selection.

Consider the example in Figure 11. At the beginning, B does not know which of BD or BFD
is the egress route to choose. So it can select either one. Later, it learns the outcomes of choosing
BD and BFD. Since the outcome of choosing BD is more preferred than that of choosing BFD,
B chooses BD. For brevity, we also say that BD overwhelms BFD.

6.2 General Rational Route Selection Algorithms

It is clear from the preceding section that the stability of a network depends on not only the interac-
tion of the local routing policies of the ASes in the network, but also the route selection algorithms
implementing the policies. The instability studied by the previous studies is caused by policy in-
teraction, while the instability identified in the preceding section is caused by the specific route
selection algorithm. Since it is highly likely that more route selection algorithms will be designed,
it is important to analyze the stability of a heterogeneous network where ASes run any reason-
able route selection algorithms, not a homogeneous network where all ASes run a single, specific
algorithm, for example, the greedy BGP algorithm, or the one in Figure 13. This is particularly
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important in a network when ASes adopt different types of local policies (e.g., some inbound inde-
pendent while some dependent), since it is reasonable that then different ASes may choose route
selection algorithms according to their local policies.

Below, we define the notion of rational route selection algorithms, and conduct our stability
analysis using the general rational route selection algorithms. There are several advantages in con-
ducting stability analysis based on the general notion of rational route selection algorithms. First,
it allows us to establish stronger positive results in two senses: 1) it allows us to prove the stability
of a heterogeneous network where different ASes can run different route selection algorithms, so
long all of the algorithms are rational; 2) since the notion of a rational route selection algorithm
is defined by its asymptotic behavior, if variations to a route selection algorithm do not change its
asymptotic behavior (e.g., non-persistent route dampening), the route selection algorithm is still
rational, and thus the stability result still holds. Second, it allows us to establish stronger nega-
tive results; for example, if we show that a network is unstable under any rational route selection
algorithms, it is stronger than to show that a network is unstable under a specific route selection
algorithm.

The concept of rational route selection algorithms is motivated by previous work on adaptive
learning [42] and learning on the Internet [20]. The models used in the previous game theoretical
studies are normal form games. However, interdomain route selection is more of an extensive form
game than a normal form game, since an intrinsic characteristic of interdomain route selection is
that the available routes of an AS depend on those exported by its neighbors. In this paper, we shall
explicitly model this dependency. In the sequel, we shall formalize our intuitive notion of rational
route selection algorithms and explore the implications.

6.2.1 Rational Route Selection: Model

The notions of the network topology, paths, peering transformation, network route selection, route
profile and combined route profiles are similarly defined as those in Section 3.2.

An intrinsic characteristic of path vector protocols such as BGP is that there are dependencies
among route selections of ASes. Specifically, the route profiles available to i depend on the route
advertisements it receives from its neighbors, which in turn depend on route selections of these
neighbors. To capture this dependency, we define two operators Ci and Ai for each AS i as follows.
For a set of paths P ⊆ R, let

Ci(P) = {(i, j) pt(i, j, P )|P ∈ P ∩ Rj→} (3)

Ai(P) = {ri ∈ Ri|ri(k) ∈ Ci(P) ∪ {ε},∀k ∈ Di} (4)

Intuitively, if P is the set of routes exported by i’s neighbors, then Ci(P) is the set of routes
available to i in its routing cache, and Ai(P) is the set of route profiles that i can possibly choose
from this routing cache. Note that AS i can always choose the empty path to any k ∈ Di regardless
of Ci(P).

The route selection objective of AS i (i.e., its local preference) is represented by a utility func-
tion ui(ri, r−i), which evaluates the payoff of the current network route selection r for i. Note that
since we allow the utility of i to depend on not only i’s route, but also all other ASes’ routes, it
captures inbound-dependent route selection.
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As is mentioned at the beginning of this section, we want to analyze the stability of a hetero-
geneous network where ASes run any reasonable route selection algorithms. In order to achieve
this generality, we avoid any detailed specification of how the ASes actually select route profiles.
Instead, we focus on the sequence of network route selections over time, and identify some general
properties fulfilled by these sequences when ASes use any reasonable route selection algorithms
that we consider.

We assume that there is a set of times T = {0, 1, 2, . . .} at which one or more ASes in the
network change their route profiles. The elements of T should be viewed as the indices of the
sequence of physical times at which these changes take place. At time t, the selected route profile
of AS i is ri[t], and the network route selection is r[t] = (ri[t])i∈V . The sequence of network route
selections is, therefore, {r[t]}∞t=0.

Given a set H ⊆ R of network route selections, we define the projection of H onto Ri as

Hi = {ri ∈ Ri|r ∈ H}. (5)

Accordingly, we define the product set H−i as

H−i = {r−i ∈ R−i|(r−i)j ∈ Hj,∀j �= i}. (6)

The set H−i represents all possible combined route profiles of all ASes except i, where AS j’s
route profile is drawn from Hj for all j �= i. Also, let

Ai(H−i) = ∪
r−i∈H−i

Ai(r−i). (7)

Recall that in the above definition, Ai(r−i) actually means Ai({(r−i)j(k)|k ∈ Dj, j �= i}).
Suppose that AS i has observed a set H of network route selections, and believes that each

other AS j will select route profiles in Hj . It is reasonable, therefore, for i to believe that the route
selections of the other ASes belong to the set H−i, and that the route profiles possibly available to
it will belong to the set Ai(H−i). If there exist two route profiles ri, r

′
i ∈ Ai(H−i), such that

1. whenever ri is available, r′i is also available;

2. choosing r′i always yields strictly higher payoff than ri;

then it would be “unjustified” or “irrational” for i to choose ri. Formalizing the above argument,
we define the following operator U : 2R �→ 2R:

Definition 1 Given H ⊆ R, let

Ui(H) = {ri ∈ Ai(H−i)|∀r′i ∈ Ai(H−i), P1 ∨ P2,
where
(P1) ∃r−i ∈ H−i, such that

ri ∈ Ai(r−i), r
′
i /∈ Ai(r−i),

(P2) ∃r−i ∈ H−i, such that
ri ∈ Ai(r−i), r

′
i ∈ Ai(r−i),

ui(ri, r−i) ≥ ui(r
′
i, r−i)},

U(H) = {r ∈ R|ri ∈ Ui(H)}.
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The set Ui(H) is the set of route profiles that are not overwhelmed when each other AS j is limited
to route profiles in Hj . If AS i believes that other ASes will select route profiles in H−i, then it
would be “unjustified” for AS i to choose any route profile not in Ui(H), since every such route
profile is guaranteed to be strictly worse than some other route profile in Ui(H). Ui(H) thus
formalizes our notion of the set of unoverwhelmed route profiles for AS i that are consistent with
the route selections of other ASes H−i.

Our intuitive notion of “rational route selection” is defined in terms of properties fulfilled by a
sequence of network route selections.

Definition 2 {ri[t]|t ∈ T} is consistent with rational route selection if, for all t′, there exists t′′ > t′

such that for all t > t′′, ri[t] ∈ Ui({r[s]|t′ ≤ s < t}). {r[t]|t ∈ T} is consistent with rational route
selection if each {ri[t]|t ∈ T} has this property.

6.2.2 Example: BGP for Inbound-independent Interdomain Routing

The preceding definition of rational route selection is generic and does not specify how ASes
actually select route profiles. Thus, it allows both centralized and distributed implementations.
An example centralized implementation can be as follows. Each AS sends its utility function to a
trusted third party. The third party then applies the operator U to compute for each AS a routing
schedule (namely what route each AS should adopt at what time).

As an example of distributed implementation, below we analyze the standard BGP route se-
lection protocol as it is used in interdomain route selection. By the standard BGP route selection
protocol, we mean essentially the simple path vector protocol (SPVP) as defined in Fig. 5 of [29],
extended to the case of joint multiple-destination route selection, and other features such as route
dampening, so long some mild conditions are satisfied. We will show that the asymptotic best-
response nature of BGP makes it a rational route selection algorithm, when the ranking of egress
routes is independent of inbound traffic.

Specifically, we have the following result:

Theorem 7 The BGP protocol is consistent with rational route selection, if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:

A1. BGP update messages between neighboring ASes are delivered reliably in FIFO order, and
have bounded delay;

A2. Each AS sends out BGP update messages in bounded time after it updates its route profile;

A3. Each BGP update message is processed immediately.

Proof: Let the sequence of network route selections be {r[t]}∞t=0.
Consider an arbitrary AS i. Let Ni be the set of neighbors of i. For any j ∈ Ni, let rj[τ

i
j(t)] be

the latest route profile of j such that an update message has been sent to i with this route profile.
Thus Ci(rj[τ

i
j(t)]) is the set of paths in i’s routing cache learned from j at time t. The set of route

profiles available to i is therefore Ai({rj[τ
i
j(t)]|j ∈ Ni}). Assumptions A1 and A2 imply that there

exists td such that at any time t, for any neighbor j of i, τ i
j(t) ≥ t − td.
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Although i may not know r−i[t], the payoff ui(ri, r−i) is only a function of ri. (Recall that we
consider only egress route selection in this case.) The BGP protocol, together with Assumption
A3, implies that at any time t

ri[t] = arg max
ri∈Ai({rj [τ i

j (t)]|j∈Ni})
ui(ri, r−i[t]). (8)

We shall prove the theorem by showing that t′′ = t′ + td satisfies Definition 2. In fact, for
any t > t′′, let H = {r[s]|t′ ≤ s < t}. For any neighbor j of i, we have τ i

j(t) ≥ t − td ≥ t′,
thus rj[τ

i
j(t)] ∈ Hj . Therefore, there exists r−i ∈ H−i such that rj[τ

i
j(t)] = (r−i)j . We shall

show that ri[t] ∈ Ui(H). We have that ri[t] ∈ Ai(r−i) ⊆ Ai(H−i). For any r′i ∈ Ai(H−i), if
predicate P1 does not hold, then r′i ∈ Ai(r−i), which, together with Equation (8), implies that
ui(ri[t], r−i[t]) ≥ ui(r

′
i, r−i[t]). It follows that ri[t] ∈ Ui(H).

Remark 1 These three assumptions of the theorem should be valid under normal network oper-
ations. For example, when an AS applies route dampening, if the amount of time that a route is
dampened has a finite upper bound, then the assumptions are still valid.

Remark 2 Note that in Definition 2, AS i is not required to know the route selections r−i[t] of
the other ASes. AS i may not even know the sequence of times T and its set of all possible route
profiles Ri. In addition, the definition says nothing about the routing cache of i. The r−i ∈ H−i

used in Definition 1 may have never appeared in i’s routing cache from time t′ up to t. Moreover,
at some time t, r[t] may not even be consistent. All that is required is that the exhibited sequences
of route selections ri[t] and r[t] satisfy the requirement in the definition. The preceding theorem is
an example clarifying this subtlety.

6.3 A Sufficient Condition to Guarantee Convergence of Rational Route Se-
lection Algorithms

Given the definition of rational route selection algorithms, in this section, we derive a sufficient
condition to guarantee stability. The advantage of deriving a sufficient condition using the general
notion of rational route selection algorithms is that we then only need to consider the asymptotic
behaviors of route selection algorithms, allowing variations such as route dampening and limited
route experimentation.

We first define the notion of stable route selection.

Definition 3 A network consisting of ASes each of which is running a rational route selection
algorithm has a stable route selection, if the route selection of each AS has a single route profile,
as time goes to infinite. Formally, the network has a stable route selection if {r[t]}∞t=0 converges.

Remark 3 In the above definition, we require that, in a stable route selection, the route selection
of each AS be a “pure” routing decision. We do not allow “mixed” strategies [43], since mixed
strategies involve frequent route fluctuations, and are thus not desirable as “stable” solutions for
global interdomain routing.
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We first observe the following important property of the operator U :

Lemma 8 The operator U is monotone: If P,Q ⊆ R and P ⊆ Q, then U(P ) ⊆ U(Q).

Proof: It suffices to show that Ui(P ) ⊆ Ui(Q) for an arbitrary i.
Suppose ri ∈ Ui(P ). We first notice that, since the operator Ai as defined in (4) is monotone,

ri ∈ Ai(P−i) implies ri ∈ Ai(Q−i). To prove ri ∈ Ui(Q), we only need to show that, for any
r′i ∈ Ai(Q−i), at least one of the two predicates P1 and P2, which are defined in Definition 1,
holds. We distinguish the following two cases:

1. r′i ∈ Ai(P−i). In this case, the fact that ri ∈ Ui(P ) implies that at least one of the two
predicates P1 and P2 holds.

2. r′i /∈ Ai(P−i). This case happens only if ∀r−i ∈ P−i, r
′
i /∈ Ai(r−i). Thus predicate P1 holds

in this case.

We now observe that sequences consistent with rational route selection share some common
asymptotic properties:

Theorem 9 If {r[t]|t ∈ T} is consistent with rational route selection, then for each k, there exists
tk ∈ T such that, for all t ∈ T with t ≥ tk, r[t] ∈ U (k)(R).

Proof: For k = 0, the conclusion holds trivially (choosing t0 = 0) since for all t, r[t] ∈ R =
U (0)(R).

Suppose the conclusion holds for k − 1. Then, there is a tk−1 such that for all t ≥ tk−1,
{r[s]|tk−1 ≤ s ≤ t} ⊆ U (k−1)(R). Since {r[t]|t ∈ T} is consistent with rational route selection,
in Definition 2 we may choose t′ = tk−1 and we may take tk > max(t′′, tk−1). Therefore, for all
t ≥ tk, we have that r[t] ∈ U({r[s]|tk−1 ≤ s < t}) ⊆ U(U (k−1)(R)) = U (k)(R).

By Theorem 9, when the serially unoverwhelmed set U∞(R) is small, one can predict with pre-
cision the asymptotic behavior of a sequence of network route selections. In particular, if U∞(R)
is a singleton, Theorem 9 immediately implies that the sequence will always converge to a unique
network route selection. We therefore extend similar results in the context of strategic learning
game [42] and learning in the Internet [20] to our route selection context.

Proposition 10 The network route selection of a network consisting of ASes running rational route
selection algorithms asymptotically lie in the set U∞(R). Thus, if U∞(R) is a singleton, the
network is guaranteed the existence and uniqueness of stable route selection.

One way to guarantee that U∞(R) is a singleton is the existence of a sequentially dominant
route selection (SDRS). By a sequentially dominant route selection, we mean a partial order of
the ASes, with the destination being the first one, such that given the route selection of the ASes
before i in this partial order, the best route selection of i is determined, independent of the route
selection of those after i. If a network has an SDRS, all routes other than the unique solution are
not in the unoverwhelmed set. As such, U∞(R) is a singleton. The convergence of such networks
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under any rational route selection algorithms, therefore, follows immediately from Theorem 7 and
Proposition 10. Note that the existence of SDRS can be checked in polynomial time.

As an application of the preceding results, we derive a sufficient condition to guarantee rout-
ing convergence in a heterogeneous network where each AS runs any rational route selection
algorithm, and its egress route selection satisfies the constraints imposed by business consider-
ations [22].

Theorem 11 Assume a network where each AS runs any rational route selection algorithm, and
selects egress routes independent of inbound traffic. Assume that 1) there is no provider-customer
loop in the network; and 2) each AS adopts the typical export policy and the standard joint-route
preference [55]. Then U∞(R) is a singleton; that is, the network is guaranteed to converge to the
unique stable route.

Proof: (sketch) When the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, we can use an induction
proof to show the existence of an SDRS. Therefore, the network is guaranteed to converge to the
unique stable route.

Remark 4 The preceding convergence result is more general than that proved in previous studies
in that it is not limited to just homogeneous networks where each AS has to run the greedy, best-
response BGP algorithm. Other actions, such as non-persistent experimentation, non-persistent
dampening, are allowed.

6.4 Instability of Networks under any Rational Route Selection Algorithms

Unfortunately, with inbound-dependency, there exist networks which have no stable route selection
under any rational route selection algorithms; that is, we can arbitrarily assign route selection
algorithm to each AS, so long each algorithm is a rational route selection algorithm, the network
has no stable route selection.

In particular, Figure 14 is such an example network. Similar to the network in Figure 11, this
network is constructed to satisfy all constraints imposed by AS business considerations; thus, if
there were no inbound dependency, the network has a unique stable route selection [22]. Also
similar to the network in Figure 11, this network does not appear to be a pathological case and can
well happen in practice. Note that this network is a heterogeneous network, where the ranking of
routes at S is inbound independent; while A and B are inbound dependent.

The instability of the example network in Figure 14 under any rational route selection scheme
is established by the following result:

Theorem 12 Suppose that a sequence of network route selections {r[t]}∞t=0 is consistent with ra-
tional route selection and that it converges to a stable route selection r∗. Then the following holds
for each AS i:

∀r′i ∈ Ai(r
∗
−i), ui(r

∗
i , r

∗
−i) ≥ ui(r

′
i, r

∗
−i).
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Figure 14: An example with instability. D is the only destination.

Proof: Since {r[t]}∞t=0 converges to r∗, there exists t′ such that ∀t ≥ t′, r[t] = r∗. Since
the sequence is consistent with rational route selection, there exists t′′ > t′, such that ∀t >
t′′ and ∀i, ri[t] ∈ Ui({r[s]|t′ ≤ s < t}). Notice that {r[s]|t′ ≤ s < t} = {r∗}, by definition
of Ui, we have that

∀r′i ∈ Ai(r
∗
−i), ui(r

∗
i , r

∗
−i) ≥ ui(r

′
i, r

∗
−i).

An analysis of all of the possible network route selections of the example in Figure 14 shows
that no network route selection satisfies the condition in Theorem 12. As a result, the network
cannot converge to a stable route selection, under any rational route selection algorithm.

To further understand the example, consider the dynamics. When A and B choose AD and
BFD. The outcome is SAD since S ranks SAD higher than SBFD. Then A has incentive to
change from AD to AED since A ranks {S}AED higher than {S}AD. However, B realizes that,
it can achieve a better outcome by changing BFD to BD since S will choose SBD over SAED.
This in turn triggers A to switch from AED back to AD. Thus we end up with A chooses AD and
B chooses BFD again, and the process continues forever.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we conduct the first systematic study on the stability and efficiency of using route
selection to achieve interdomain traffic engineering objectives. We identify that interdomain traf-
fic engineering requires that route selection be coordinated among multiple destinations and that
coordinated route selection can introduce routing instability and inefficiency. We show the surpris-
ing result that the interaction of the routing of multiple destinations can cause routing instability
even when the routing of each destination individually does have a unique solution. We propose a
general, simple model to capture the fundamental feature of coordinated egress route selection be-
haviors for interdomain traffic engineering and construct P-graphs to derive a sufficient condition
to guarantee convergence and existence of stable route selection. Taking into account constraints
imposed by Internet business considerations, we show the pleasant but surprising result that egress
route selection for interdomain traffic engineering in the current Internet is stable if there is no
provider-customer loop, and all ASes follow the typical export policy and the standard joint-route
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preference policy. We complement our analysis using simulations to investigate the likelihood of
instability when the conditions are not satisfied. Our simulations based on realistic Internet AS
topology show that if the policies are violated, even when a small number of ASes coordinate their
routes for just two destinations, instability could happen.

Despite the success of the model and analysis of egress interdomain route selection, we also
conduct the first systematic analysis on the stability of a more general model of interdomain route
selection where an AS’s ranking on routes depends on inbound traffic. We show that the common
scheme of choosing the best routes according to the traffic-demand matrix of the preceding period
could lead to instability, when the inbound traffic depends on route selection. We propose the
notion of rational route selection algorithms, where inferior routes are iteratively eliminated. We
derive a sufficient condition to check the stability of a network. We also show that there exist
networks where routing will be unstable under any rational route selection algorithms, even when
the ASes strictly follow the constrains imposed by AS business considerations.

There are many avenues for future work. In particular, although we show that the constraints
imposed by Internet business considerations can guarantee convergence, ISPs may still have no
incentives to follow these constraints. How to design incentive-compatible interdomain routing
protocols which can guarantee convergence in the most generic setting is a major remaining chal-
lenge. The unstable network shown in Section 6.4 is particularly troubling in that it does not appear
to be a pathological case, and thus could happen in practice. When we encounter such an unstable
network setting in practice, there is still no satisfactory solution. Fundamentally, to stabilize the
network, tradeoff between local optimality and global stability must be made. Thus, to design
a stable route selection protocol, the ASes in a network must be willing to look into the future,
form the right coalition, and sacrifice short-term benefits. Previous work such as route suppression
(e.g., [30]) and route dampening (e.g., [41]) represents interesting potential directions. However,
how to design interdomain routing protocols where the tradeoff between stability and local opti-
mality is explicitly made in an incentive-compatible way is still a major remaining challenge.
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A Notations

• G: a simple, undirected graph representing network topology

• V : the set of ASes in G, V = {1, . . . , N}
• E: the set of interdomain links in G

• N : number of ASes in G

• ε: the empty path

• i, j, k, vk: ASes in G

• vk: an AS on a path in G

• P,Q, P1, P2: paths in G

• PQ: concatenation of paths P and Q

• P [vi, vj]: the subpath of P from vi to vj

• R: the set of all paths in G

• Ri→: the set of paths originating from i

• R→i: the set of paths terminating at i

• Ri→j: the set of paths from i to j

• S: a set of source ASes

• D: a set of destination ASes

• RS→D: the set of paths from any AS in S to any AS in D
• P: a set of paths

• PS→D: the subset of paths of P from any AS in S to any AS in D
• export(i, j, P ): export transformation at j on path P exported to i

• import(i, j, P ): import transformation at i on path P imported from j

• pt(i, j, P ): peering transformation on path P exported by j and imported by i

• Di: destinations of AS i

• Dik: disjoint subsets of Di, for k = 1, . . . , Ni

• Ni: number of disjoint subsets of Di
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• r: a network route selection

• R: the set of all possible network route selections

• r(i, j): AS i’s selected route to AS j ∈ Di

• ri: AS i’s route profile, ri(j) = r(i, j)

• Ri: the set of all possible route profiles for i

• rDi : AS i’s partial route profile to destinations in D
• RD

i : the set of all possible partial route profiles from i to destinations in D
• RD

i (P): the set of all possible partial route profiles for AS i with paths from i to destinations
in D drawn from P

• r−i: combined route selections of all ASes except i

• (r−i)j: the route profile of AS j �= i in r−i

• R−i: the set of all possible combined route profiles of all ASes except i

• rDik
i , rk

i : AS i’s partial route profile to destinations in Dik

• σDik
i , σk

i : route selection function of AS i to destinations in Dik

• λDik
i , λk

i : route ranking function of AS i for destinations in Dik

• σi: overall route selection function of AS i

• Ci: operator for available routes at AS i

• Ai: operator for available route profiles at AS i

• ui(ri, r−i): traffic engineering utility function of AS i

• T : set of times, T = {1, 2, . . .}
• r[t]: network route selection at time t

• ri[t]: route profile of AS i at time t

• H: a set of network route selections

• Hi: the projection of H onto Ri, Hi = {ri ∈ Ri|r ∈ H}.

• H−i: the product of Hj for all j �= i, H−i = {r−i ∈ R−i|(r−i)j ∈ Hj,∀j �= i}.

• Ui: operator for unoverwhelmed route profiles of AS i
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• U : operator for unoverwhelmed network route selections

• Ni: the set of neighbors of i

• τ i
j(t): rj[τ

i
j(t)] is the latest route profile of j such that an update message has been sent to i

with this route profile.

• U (k): the k-th iterative application of operator U

• U∞: operator for serially unoverwhelmed set
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B An Alternative Proof of Theorem 4

Proof: Since there exists no provider-customer loop, we order all AS nodes into v1, v2, · · · ,
v|V | such that each node appears before its provider(s). Let Vi = {vj|1 ≤ j ≤ i},∀1 ≤ i ≤ |V |.
Using strong induction on the order of a node, we now prove that each node has a unique set of
customer routes to the destinations and BGP process converges to this set of routes. We refer to
this as property Pc. We start the induction with node v1 since it has no customers; therefore, it has
only one customer-reachable route, which is to itself. The customer routes to all other destinations
are all empty. Note that we take a route from an AS to itself as a customer route of that AS.
Thus, it is trivial that v1 satisfies Pc. We now assume that, property Pc holds for nodes v1, · · · ,
vk. We next consider node vk+1. Denote by O(vk+1) all direct customers of node vk+1. Note that
O(vk+1) ⊆ Vk. Note also that, O(vk+1) may be empty. In that case, we are done. Suppose O(vk+1)
is not empty. By our induction hypothesis, each node u in Vk has a unique set of customer routes
r̂C
u , and BGP process have converged to it. Because BGP update messages are reliable and the

protocol is fair, node vk+1 will eventually receive and process the customer routes in r̂C
u from each

customer u ∈ O(vk+1). Note that vk+1’s ranking function of customer routes λC
vk+1

only depends
on the set of customer routes {r̂C

u |u ∈ O(vk+1)}, since by following condition 4, vk+1 selects
routes for its customer-reachable destinations independent of routing decisions for peer-provider-
reachable destinations. Therefore, node vk+1 will eventually pick r̂C

vk+1
, the best route selection for

customer-reachable destinations.
We then prove that each node has a stable and unique set of peer and routes, and BGP process

converges to it. We refer to this property as Pe. Therefore, each AS u eventually receives all routes
to peer-reachable destinations from its peers. Given that u has already have r̂C

u ,
Finally, we prove that each node has a set of stable and unique peer and provider routes, and

BGP converges to it. We refer to this property as Pep. We order the set of nodes into v1, v2, · · · ,
v|V | such that each node appears before its customers. We proceed by strong induction on the order
of a node. According to the way we arrange the nodes, the node u with the lowest order does not
have any providers. Then u has empty provider routes since we take the route from u to itself as a
customer route of u. Also, if u has a peer link with v, then it will eventually receive v’s announced
routes r̂C

v . Note that r̂C
v contains all routes from v to v’s customer-reachable destinations. Node u

then extracts the route r̂C
v (d) in r̂C

v for each peer-reachable destination d ∈ DE
u of node u, provided

that v has a customer route to d. Note that, the fact that d is peer-reachable destination for u
means that u does not have any customer route to d (by definition of peer-reachable destinations).
u can determine its best route selection for peer-provider-reachable destinations using ranking
function λEP

u . Thus property Pep holds for u. Suppose that the property Pep holds for all nodes
Vk = {vi|1 ≤ i ≤ k} which have lower order than vk+1. By our earlier proof, property Pc also hold
for Vk. We now consider node vk+1. Note that the providers of vk+1 are all in Vk. By our induction
hypothesis and the property of BGP update process, node vk+1 will eventually receive the stable
and unique routes from its neighboring providers for each provider-reachable destinations. Also,
for any peer v of u, by our earlier proof, property Pc holds for v. Thus node vk+1 will eventually
receive the stable and unique routes from its peers for each peer-reachable destinations. Because
vk+1 has already had its stable and unique routes for its peer-reachable and provider-reachable
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destinations, vk+1 can pick its best route selection using the ranking function λEP
vk+1

. Note that, the
robustness property follows automatically because our proof does not make any assumption on the
topology of the network.
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